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THE WPA ARTS PROJECTS IN TEXAS
by Kenneth E. Hendrickson. Jr.

Although President Herbert Hoover recognized the need, the federal
government gave little attention to work relief projects before 1933, and
virtually none to the needs of white collar workers. The early New Deal
provided some improvement when the Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) began operations in the spring of 1933 under the
leadership of Harry Hopkins. There was an effort made to address the
problems of destitute women, many of whom were unable to perform
manual labor, and to encourage the development of professional programs.
But since the FERA was a grant-in-aid agency and had no authority over
the states, there were few accomplishments. J
Unlike the FERA, the Civil Works Administration, created in
November 1933, was a federal program. It was both financed and administered from Washington, and it was of this agency that cultural work
relief programs were born. Beginning in New York City and other
metropolitan centers, projects for actors, musicians, writers, and artists
appeared during the winter of 1933-34. These projects generally were
recreational in nature and there was little effort to achieve high professional quality. With the end of the CWA in March 1934, the responsibility
for work relief returned to the FERA, but again little was accomplished.
It was not until the establishment of the Works Progress Administration
(WPA) in 1935 that anything significant occurred. I
The WPA program included specific provisions for the relief of artists
and professionals as well as laborers. The philosophy of the WPA projects
as conceived by Harry Hopkins and his colleagues was to provide employment for competent professional actors, musicians, writers, and artists,
to encourage these people to produce high quality work, and to make the
results available to the general public. As before, the arts projects were
aimed primarily at the large metropolitan centers where most artists lived,
but in an effort to be fair, projects were established in almost all the states.
Intended to provide both relief and cultural enrichment, these programs
suffered throughout their existence from inadequate financial support to
perform the functions expected of them. They never provided assistance
to all who needed or requested it nor did they provide as much cultural
enrichment as they might have. J
Under Harry Hopkins' overall leadership the arts program was subdivided into fOUf sections, each with its own director. Collectively, these
subdivisions were known as Federal Project Number One, or "Federal
One," and were under the administrative control of the WPA until 1939,

Kenneth E. Hendrickson, Jr. is chairman of the Department of History at Midwestern State
University. Wichita Falls, Texas. The author wishes to thank the Hardin Foundation and
che MSU Faculty Research Committee for their support of this project.
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when, under pressure from Congress, the federal theatre was cancelled
and the three surviving projects were required to have partial state funding
and local sponsorship.4
The Federal Theatre Project was headed by Hallie Flanagan in
Washington, and in the beginning~ by Charles Meredith in Texas.
Meredith, the well-known director of the Dallas Little Theatre, had talent
but he was not enthusiastic about the project, and served for only a short
time. Centers were established in Dallas, Fort Worth, and Houston, but
were closed after the first year, and the project was re-established in San
Antonio where it operated for an additional year before it was closed
permanently in June 1937.~
Although small, the Texas Federal Theatre was diversified. In addition
to dramatic companies that presented full-length, three-act plays, there
were also one-act play groups, a marionette unit, a ballet company, and
a tent show theatre. Altogether, there were more than thirty separate
productions attempted, but most had short runs and only the Pioneer Texas
pageant, staged in Houston in conjunction with the Texas Centennial, was
performed more than a half dozen times. The pageant employed Texans.
Two other shows had longer runs, but they were imports. In connection
with the Dallas celebration of the Texas Centennial, the Federal Theatre
staged a review called "Follow the Parade," employing a cast from Los
Angeles, and a black production of Macbeth from New York. 6
The Texas program got off to a slow start because of general
administrative confusion, the difficulties of acquiring equipment and
production space, and the problem of identifying professional theatre
people on relief. However, by Aprill, 1936, all three centers were ready
to begin production. Dallas had an initial allocation of $] 8,600 and fiftyfour players on the payroll; Fort Worth had forty players and $14,000;
and Houston had a troupe of sixty with a budget of $20,000. In Houston
all efforts were concentrated on the production of Pioneer Texas, but in
Dallas and Fort Worth the Federal Theatre set out to provide a more varied
program. The Fort Worth company planned for three one-act plays and
four full-length productions in the spring of 1936. However, their plans
were overly ambitious and they succeeded only in staging three performances of the one-acts and two performances of a play by Sydney Grundy
entitled Water Carnival. None of their other plans materialized. 7
The Dallas company was more successful. They planned five one-act
plays and seven full-scale productions plus Macbeth and Follow the
Parade. Only one of their productions failed to reach the stage and if
official statements and press reports are to be believed, the program was
popular enough to have been continued. Most of the plays were performed
out of doors before hundreds of viewers and there were no insurmountable technical or administrative problems. It was obviously the desire of
the Administration to economize, more than any other factor, which
caused the consolidation of the Texas Federal Theatre in San Antonio. 8
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In spite of its general popularity, the Federal Theatre had its detractors
in Texas, but during this early period the critique had nothing to do with
the fear of radicalism which was in part responsible for the later national
controversy. Instead, the early opposition reflected questions of cost and
quality. One official who rendered little support although he was not
openly hostile, was Harry P. Drought, Texas State Director of the WPA.
Drought came from a respected San Antonio family and his mother was
a well-known patron of the arts. The Droughts appear to have been
opposed to the concept of public support for the arts and thus the son
did little to encourage either the theatre project or any other arts projects
in Texas. He believed they should be as small and as economical as possible
and should be considered mainly as work relief programs, the same as
any other WPA activity. This view, of course, was not entirely consistent
with the philosophy of Federal One as developed in Washington. 9
t

In Dallas, especially, the attitude of the press was unfriendly. In
August 1936, John William Rogers, art critic for the Dallas Times Herald,
wrote a summary of Federal Theatre operations to that date. After a careful analysis of the Dallas project Rogers concluded that the initial allocation
was wasted. He had no objection to the concept of federal relief nor even
to the employment of actors by the government, but he did object to what.
in his view, was low quality theatre and he reminded his readers, "To date
we have had a number of Punch and Judy shows in the parks and frequent
performances of half a dozen plays admittedly hardly more than tent show
quality." Then he asked, "Do you feel this is a creditable showing?" The
people employed by the Federal Theatre could have been more economically and productively employed elsewhere, he concluded. lo
t

The press in San Antonio disliked the New Deal, yet, surprisingly,
expressed no opposition to the establishment of the Federal Theatre in
the Alamo City. This may have been true because Fred Morrow, the acting
director who succeeded Meredith on September 1, 1936, was extremely
cautious in his initial activities. His first production was Noah. by Andre
Obey, a play regarded by most theatre people at the time as "perfectly
safe." Fearing the possibility of a hostile public reaction. Morrow released
virtually publicity on Noah nor did he advertise, and the result was
predictable. There was no hostile public reaction, but on the other hand,
virtually nobody knew the play was on and so virtually nobody saw it.
Happily, those few who were present at one of the five performances of
Noah were almost unanimous in praising it. II
After Noah, Curtis Somers-Peck, the new director, exhibited more
confidence and actively sought publicity for the second, production, The
Taming of the Shrew. The newspapers obliged, and in fact, treated
"Shrew" as if it were the first Federal Theatre production in the city. The
play was performed six times between November 1936, and early 1937,
and was well done. 12
Subsequently the Federal Theatre staged five plays in San Antonio
t
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before the Texas project was closed in June 1937, but none was as good
as "Shrew." The most ambitious and perhaps the most controversial of
these productions was The Last Enemy, by Frances and Robert Greene.
Staged in response to a request from Washington that something be done
to reflect the peace movement, "Enemy" dealt with the conflict between
science and morality which was joined when an aged scientist discovered
the ultimate weapon, a highly destructive death ray, and then entrusted
the secret to his grandson and two friends. They quarrelled over its
disposition and the story ended tragically with murder and suicide.
Although potentially an excellent anti-war vehicle, the play was not well
performed and so failed to make its point effectively."
In spite of the shortcomings of some productions and its restricted
size, the Federal Theatre in Texas could undoubtedly have continued to
operate successfully until the entire project was cancelled in 1939. Instead,
as in several states where the project was small, it was terminated during
the summer of 1937, subsequent to additional federal cutbacks. 14
From 1935 and 1939 Nicolai Sokoloff, former conductor of the
Cleveland Symphony, was the National Director of the Federal Music
Project. Sokoloff was replaced by Earl Vincent Moore of the University
of Michigan, who served until 1940, and he in turn, was succeeded by
George Foster, who served until the end in 1943. The State Director during
the entire period was Lucille Lyons of Fort Worth, a woman of substantial energy and talent, who unlike some of her colleagues at the state level,
was devoted to the success of the project. Though hampered by an
infinitesimal budget and some difficulties with Sokoloff, she operated the
project effectively throughout the period from 1936 to 1942, offering work
to an average of 200 musicians per year and a wide variety of entertainment to thousands.
The first centers of activity were Dallas, Fort Worth, and San
Antonio, where several projects were established in early 1936. These included a variety of instrumental and vocal groups, many of which were
short-lived because of budget restrictions. IS During his tenure as National
Director, Sokoloff emphasized high quality musicianship above all and
thereby caused Mrs. Lyons additional problems. While there were plenty
of music~ans on relief in the large cities, not all were high quality professionals in Sokoloff's view; and yet, some of the performing units employing these people, such as the Tipica Orchestras, became so popular
with the public that to disband them was unthinkable. The result was
constant tension between the state and national director as Sokoloff
persistently demanded high quality work from reliefers incapable of producing it. 16
Another difficulty derived from the fact that many poeple did not
funy understand the mission or the philosophy of the arts projects,
professing to believe they were designed for the support of private organizations and individuals. Had this been true, Federal One would have
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represented a revolutionary breakthrough indeed, but such was not the
case. Nevertheless, several individuals attempted to secure help for privately
endowed institutions. From Houston, for example, Miss 1ma Hogg
requested support for the civic symphony. She sent a long letter to Sokoloff
describing the orchestra, detailing its weaknesses, and offering a plan by
which it could be improved and maintained by importing federally subsidized musicians from other cities. Similarly, from El Paso came several
requests for funds to support the existing private symphony orchestra,
and as late as 1940 there was a request for the establishment of a federal
orchestra in Brownsville even though there were no professional musicians
there on relief. 1
j

Not only was Ima Hogg's request turned down - since it was inconsistent with program philosophy - but the federal music project never
operated in Houston at al1. 18 EI Paso, however, was quite a different story.
The civic symphony received no assistance, but because of consistent
pressures exerted by Mrs. Hallet Johnson, a well-known local musician,
a federal program was established in September 1936, with Mrs. Lyons'
blessing. The EI Paso unit began with a Tipica Orchestra and later added
a teaching unit for underprivileged children. 19
The Texas Music project musicians engaged in a wide variety of
activities. They played concerts in museums, auditoriums, and parks. they
traveled to smaller towns, they played for recreational events, and they
did numerous special programs. One of the most unusual and popular
activities was that of the EI Paso Tipica Orchestra, which played concerts
during the rush hour at EI Paso Union Station for several years. 20 Still,
the Texas music project lacked certain important dimensions in comparison
with others. Nothing, for instance, was done to encourage composers, but
more significantly. little was done in the teaching field until very late.
Oklahoma and New Mexico quickly developed teaching programs which
were relatively successful, but the Texas Teaching program, which began
in 1937, remained small and confined to few locations. This failure did
not occur because Lucille Lyons was disinterested, but because she found
it virtually impossible to emphasize both high quality performance and
teaching with the limited budget and personnel at her disposal. 2 1
There is no way to gauge the popularity of the music project with
statistical accuracy, but there are some general indicators. For one thing,
performances often drew substantial crowds. who were, if they can be
judged by their reactions. pleased with the entertainment they received
regardless of the level of its professional quality. 22 For another thing,
throughout the history of the project there were few complaints either from
within or without. Occasionally a participant would complain of unfair
treatment or a musician unable to secure a position would complain of
discrimination, but these instances were rare. 2J Rarer still were complaints
from the public at large and even the press avoided any major attacks
against the music project. In fact, John William Rogers of the Dallas Times
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Herald, who disliked the Federal Theatre, was a fan of the music project
and so was John Rosenfield, amusements editor of the Dallas Morning
News. Also, the music project received consistent support from the
American Federation of Musicians and the Texas Music Teachers'
Association. 24
Since many performers were members of minority groups, race could
have been an explosive issue in the music project, but happily it was not.
What problems there were concerned the Mexicans, especially in San
Antonio and El Paso. Many of these people claimed to be musicians, but
it was difficult to determine which of them were professionals. As one
disgruntled Anglo put it, "They all play guitar or mandolin, but none
of them can read music.·~ Anglos were also disturbed by the fact that many
of the Mexicans were aliens; however, most of these eventually were
identified and dismissed from the project, so the pressure was relieved.
On the other hand, all of the Tipica Orchestras, made up entirely of
Mexican-Americans. continued to perform throughout the life of the
project and were quite popular. 25
As for blacks, Lucille Lyons was sensitive to the potential for charges
of discrimination. She believed that the quality of some of the black
performing groups was low, but she was reluctant to disband them, even
when personnel quotas were reduced, for fear of criticism. At one point,
operating under severe budgetary pressures, she terminated a white jazz
band rather than a black one for precisely this reason. 26 Mrs. Lyon's efforts
to avoid difficulty apparently were successful. Although the number of
blacks working on the project remained small, and although they were,
for all practical purposes, segregated, there is no record of any major
complaints such as those which rocked other New Deal programs in Texas.
After the administrative changes in 1939, the music project continued
to function under the sponsorship of the Texas State College for Women
until early 1942. Unlike the other projects, music did not decline, but rather
expanded its operations. Not only did a full schedule of concerts continue,
but the teaching program grew both in Tarrant County and in the El Paso
area, and Lucille Lyons would undoubtedly have done more had she had
the necessary resources. In 1941 the music project contributed to national
defense by playing concerts at troop cantonments throughout the state,
but after the United States entered the war the project was dismantled. 27
The writers' project was potentially the most creative of all, but it
too had limitations. Originally designed as a multi-faceted program, it soon
came to emphasize the American Guide, a series of books on the history
and culture of each state. 28 Henry G. Alsberg, the visionary National
Director of the Federal Writers Project, wanted the guidebooks to reflect
the diversity of American life and the strength of democratic institutions
which support this heterogeneous society. 29 Most of the guidebooks failed
to measure up to this lofty goal. but they represented a remarkable achievement nevertheless.
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In Texas the State Director was 1. Frank Davis, a native of
Massachusetts who had settled in San Antonio during the 1920s and soon
became a well-known and respected member of the literary committee.
Davis faced an enormous task. Not only was he required to identify and
enroll as many impoverished writers as possible, he had also to devise a
plan for gathering and sorting the vast amount of information which would
be needed to produce the book. At the outset he found that WPA
Administrator Drought seemed to be more interested in the writers' project
than any of the others and was reasonably cooperative. ~o Although there
were hundreds of writers in Texas in 1935, most were neither professional
nor on relief, but at length Davis located and enrolled about 175 workers.
He also created a large volunteer advisory board to assist with the
compilation and evaluation of material. 3 J
Four years were required to finish the Texas Guide, about average
when compared to the completion time for books in other states. The Texas
Guide was published in 1940 by Hastings of New York under the sponsorship of the Texas State Highway Department. It included twenty-one essays
on various aspects of Texas society, profiles of fifteen cities, and twentynine tours. It was useful and interesting, but it was not particularly creative
nor did it give sufficient attention to those aspects of Texas culture which
reflect its uniqueness and diversity.32 These weaknesses resulted in part
from a decision in Washington that all the guidebooks should adhere to
a preconceived form which limited the space allocated to anyone topic. B
An examination of the folklore section of the Texas Guide provides
a good example of the results. In 1936 Alsberg appointed Texan John
Lomax as National Folklore Advisor. Lomax served until 1938 and was
succeeded by Benjamin Botkin. Between them they encouraged the
collection of an enormous amount of material which originally was intended to be used not only for guidebooks but also for special publications. l4 In Texas the man responsible for the folklore chapter was Harold
Preece of the University of Texas. He approached his task enthusiastically
and soon developed plans for a comprehensive essay to be included in
the guide plus several other supplementary essays to be published elsewhere. He was discouraged to learn that only a brief essay was to be
included in the guidebook, but he continued his work nevertheless. The
result was a six-page discussion reflecting a very flat and undistinguished
treatment of the subject. Preece collected a great deal more material than
he used, such as ex-slave narratives, pioneer memoirs, songs, and expressions, but most of this material lay unused in the Library of Congress
for many years. 35
In addition to the Texas Guide, the writers' project in Texas completed
twenty-five city, regional, and military site guides, most of which appeared
after 1940, but there was no creative writing produced by this group.
Aisberg in Washington planned early to publish a periodical magazine to
be called American Stuff which would include the best creative works of
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WPA writers from around the country. At length this project was trimmed
back to an anthology and no Texas writers were represented in it. 36

The National Director of the Federal Artists' Project, Holger Cahill,
was neither an artist nor an art critic, but a journalist, museum director,
and art lover. Cahill, was, however, an excellent choice because he was
knowledgeable and diplomatic and possessed excellent administrative skills.
Under his leadership the art project set out to employ as many easel
painters, muralists, and sculptors as possible, and also to support special
projects. Among these, two were most significant: the art center program
and the Index of American Design. The former was dedicated to the
establishment of art teaching and appreciation centers in communities of
all sizes throughout the country where people could be exposed to these
aspects of culture as in no other way. The idea was to appeal to middle
and working class Americans who had never before had an opportunity
to experience the pleasures of the visual arts. The Index of American
Design program aimed to identify and catalogue all forms of American
folk and craft art from colonial times to the nineteenth century and to
preserve images of these items on water color plates. 37
Although there were artists in Texas who were in need of assistance,
there was no federal program for them. Cahill was anxious to establish
one, and even selected Jerry Bywaters of Dallas as state director. But
Administrator Drought delayed implementation of the program, claiming
that professional artists in Texas were too scarce and too widely scattered.
He identified twenty-three artists who were eligible, but then declared that
it would be uneconomical to appoint a state director and formally operate
a state-wide program with so few people. Even though Cahill and his staff
did not pursue the matter. Drought eventually relented somewhat and permitted a small section of the Index of American Design to operate. It
employed fifteen people for a period of three years. But the people of
Texas missed a potentially excellent program in the absence of the art
centers. 38
Various conclusions may be drawn from a study of Federal One in
the states. Although conceived originally as simply a component of the
relief program, it was soon broadened in scope to reflect a cultural and
nationalistic orientation. Not only would it provide work for unemployed

artists and performers, it would provide entertainment on a broader scale
than had hitherto been available in many areas, it would bring art to those
who previously had no access to it, and simultaneously it would glorify
the American way of life through the media of theatre, music, design,
and the printed word. Many project administrators from the national to
the local level soon became committed to this concept and also to the idea
that the arts projects soon be made permanent, although there was little
discussion of the latter notion in Texas.
Unfortunately, Federal One soon proved to be a bureaucratic and
administrative nightmare with problems that in many ways overshadowed
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its positive features. There were, to be sure, artists in need of assistance~
and people in need of cultural enrichment, but to bring them together was
difficult. The identification of bona fide artists and performers was almost
impossible, while limited budgets and selection quotas placed intolerable
burdens on local program directors who were often hard pressed to operate
their programs at all, let alone do something of cultural significance.
Moreover, administrative problems were magnified by the fact that state
WPA officials, with a much broader range of responsibilities than the
program director. often had little interest in the arts projects and were
sometimes openly hostile.
There was certainly some measure of success for the federal arts
projects as indicated by the popularity of many of its programs, even in
their limited form, but in general, the reality never matched the ideal. More
than anything else the lesson of Federal One was that an effort to use a
limited work relief program as a vehicle for cultural enrichment was
doomed to failure. The case can be made that both relief and cultural
enrichment are legitimate arenas for government activity, but an equally
strong argument can be made that support for the arts should be provided
on the basis of ability, not need. Federal One opened the eyes of many
to the possibility of broadened support for the arts, but did not provide
a workable pattern for the future.
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THE TEXAS "SICK CHICKEN" STRIKE, 1950s
by George N. Green

Miss Clara Holder, an East Texas poultry worker, wrote a letter to
Patrick Gorman, Secretary-Treasurer of the Amalgamated Meat Cutters
and Butcher Workman of America, in June 1953. "I was told to contact
your office to secure help in organizing a much needed plant," Miss Holder
noted. "The majority of the workers are eager to organize, if only they
had some advice from a bonafide labor union. Would you kindly inform
me if your organization can help US."I Clara Holder's brief and innocently
worded letter sparked a tortuous organizing campaign - in Center Texas
- that stirred racial and class tensions, triggered a national boycott, and
persuaded the union to launch a successful drive to reform the entire
American poultry industry.
j

---

Poultry was introduced into Texas by both the early Spanish and the
early Anglo-American colonists. [t remained a nondescript industry,
producing primarily for home consumption and local markets, until outlets
for commercial marketing were provided in the mid-1920s by the establishment of poultry packing plants in Fort Worth, Taylor, and a few other
towns. It is perhaps worthy of passing notice that as early as 1936 poultry
processing in Texas had attracted some public attention as being highly
unsanitary. During the wartime boom of the 19405, when poultry was not
subject to meat rationing, the industry entered a new phase with the
widespread commercial production of broilers, or young fryers. The first
noteworthy production was near Gonzales in South Texas. 2
Much the same history of poultry processing had occurred in the other
Southern states, so that by the mid 1950s the broiler industry was a growth
operation throughout the South. Costs were lower in the South because
the mild climate was favorable for year-round operations and because there
was an abundance of cheap labor. In Texas the industry had spread to
Shelby and surrounding East Texas counties, a section of the state that
is distinctly part of the South. Aside from the bloody battles between the
so-called Regulators and Moderators in the 18405, Shelby County, deep
in the Piney Woods, had been noted primarily for its lumbering. During
the 19408 business leaders in the county seat of Center organized the Center
Development Foundation to attract industry. Like other small town leaders
across the South, they offered the usual inducements of land, buildings,
and/or low taxes, accompanied by a typical pool of unskilled, native, black
and white laborers who were abandoning their marginal cotton farms. The
county and the school district also granted tax concessions to several firms.
In 1953 civic leaders boasted that since World War II they had attracted
over a thousand new jobs. many of them in the poultry business. Since
the town's population was only 4,323 in 1950, the number of new jobs
was significant, although perhaps over-estimated. In 1954 Shelby County
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ranked a close second to Gonzales County in chickens sold in Texas with
3
8~227 ,247.
Like most small southern towns, those in East Texas had long
regarded unions as radical threats to God, home, and country. Timber
workers in East Texas and throughout the South had been deeply involved
in sporatic attempts to organize unions in the twentieth century, but virtuallyall were crushed by such lumber barons as John Henry Kirby. Kirby
probably summarized the region's feelings in 1911 when he referred to
conservative, AFL-type unionism as "a greater menace to Christian
civilization than the anarchists, Black Hand, Molly Maguires, Mafia, Ku
Klux Klan, and Night Riders."4 Shelby County consistently supported East
Texas' long-time Congressman, Martin Dies (1932-1944, 1952-1958), the
anti-labor chairman of the House Un-American Activities Committee. In
1941 Dies observed that the CIO was infested with 50,000 Communists
who were fanatical devotees of Hitler and Stalin and that ninety percent
of all strikes could be stopped if the CIO was forced to expel these alien
traitors. ~
Workers in Center's poultry processing plants were paid the minimum
wage of 75<1: an hour in 1953. Many apparently labored under highly
unsanitary conditions, ten or eleven hours a day on their feet, with no
overtime pay - in between times of no work at all. The work was more
grueling than might be imagined. One of the town~s jewelers, Bernard
Hooks, was appalled by the condition of the laborers' hands. They were so bruised and swollen, with fingernails often turned inside out, that Hooks
frequently had difficulty fitting them with rings. Several workers
attested that they had to become accustomed to painful fingers, swollen
hands, and lost fingernails; no one was allowed to switch to a different
job in order to rest his hands. The plants had no grievance machineries,
seniority plans, or paid holidays. 6
In the late summer of 1953 Meat Cutters' District Vice-President Sam
Twedell and other organizers were easily able to obtain the required
number of names for a union election. The National Labor Relations
Board scheduled the union representation election for September 15 at
the Denison Poultry and Egg Company and November 5 at the Eastex
Company.'
The local business community, a rather tightly knit group, was
stunned at the announcement of a union election in the city's two major
plants. Business leaders reacted to the news by launching a drive to

discourage a pro-union vote by the poultry workers. The business campaign
relied on social pressure and argumentation. A petition opposing the union
was circulated among the city's business establishments, and most signed.
At least a half dozen businessmen, notably the jeweler, Bernard Hooks,
grocery store owner Laurie Hegler, and Weldon Sanders, a Texaco service
station operator, refused to countenance the drive. For his dissent, Sanders
was accused by his peers of "working for the Union and aU the things
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that go with it" and suffered a loss in his trade. 8 Five days prior to the
election, the 182-man Center Development Foundation purchased a full
page ad in the Center Champion. Signed by the six directors of the CDF,
the open letter declared, "We believe that Center's unusual industrial
growth is partially due to the fact that Center was known as a non-union
town where there has been no labor violence or strife."9 The ad reminded
workers of the allegedly tremendous monetary sacrifices of Foundation
members in bringing industry to Shelby County. The Foundation praised
the "harmonious" relationship between management and worker and
confided that the "employers tell us that you employees have made them
the best and most loyal workers they have ever had. "10 The Foundation
concluded its attack on unionism with the plea, "Let's all work together
to make Center a better place in which to live and work rather than a
town divided and torn by strife." 11
While business leaders worked to sway the opinion of county residents
against unionism, the plant management sought to convince the poultry
workers that they neither wanted nor needed the Meat Cutters. Prior to
the NLRB election the Denison Poultry Company presented each
employee with a two-page letter. The owners argued that they paid all
they could afford in wages, and that they already (and voluntarily) financed
an insurance program and Christmas bonuses for the workers. The
company claimed that it was competing with poultry processors all over
the nation and that unionization would cost them customers. The letter
asserted that the union had to accept whatever the company offered or
go on strike. The owners attacked the "union method of violence, strikes,
lost time and turmoil. n "You must decide stated the letter, "whether
the union is making false promises to get you to pay dues. You must decide
whether you want to keep strikes, violence and hard times away from your
town, your job, and your family."12 In addition, the workers received
a mimeographed statement cautioning them not to be influenced by threats
that they would lose their jobs if they refused to join the union. In
condemning the alleged union threats, however, the Company issued its
own prediction of future reprisals. "When the election is over," the statement read, "we (the Company] shall retain in our payrolls all who have
rendered faithful and efficient service." J 3
l

l "

The Denison Poultry employees also received a letter from a group
calling itself the" Loyal Employees Committee. l ' 14 The letter closely echoed
the arguments of the Company's two letters. In the last paragraph, the
letter explained why the "loyal" employees intended to vote against the
union. "We would rather keep the goodwill and friendship of the company," the committee explained. "We would rather keep the friendship
of the people of Shelby County and everyone connected with the poultry
business here." The letter ended with a call for freedom from union intervention into the "good jobs" and bright future of Denison Company
employees. IS
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Sam Twedell retaliated in kind. One of his handbills pointed out that
the six directors of the Center Development Foundation were bankers,
car agency owners, and one lumberman. "They don't do your kind of
work or live in your kind of homes or take your kind of vacations~" the
circular claimed. "Would these men and their wives work in the plant
for a lousy 75¢ per hour'? THEY ARE AFRAID THAT IF YOU GET HIGHER WAGES THEY WILL HAVE TO PAY HIGHER WAGES
TO THE PEOPLE WHO SLAVE FOR THEM."16

f

I

Despite social pressures, company hostility, and the pleadings of
"loyal" employees. both Denison and Eastex Poultry Company workers
selected the Amalgamated Meat Cutters to be their collective bargaining
representative. At the Denison plant, where all the workers were white,
the vote was eighty-one to fifty-five in favor of the union. The election
held later at the Eastex Plant approached landslide proportions. Eastex
workers, seventy-five or eighty percent of whom were black, cast 118 votes
for the union and nine againsL I ?
During the seven months following the election the organizers and
officers of the Meat Cutters met repeatedly with the company owners.
The labor representatives asked for union recognition, higher wages, and
working conditions on a par with those in union organized poultry plants
in other regions of the country. 18 The union even enlisted the aid of big
business. One of Armour's industrial relations directors wrote to Ray
Clymer, owner of Denison Poultry, that Armour enjoyed "extremely
harmonious relations with unions" and that the Meat Cutters were familiar
with the limitations of the poultry business. 19 But the Texas companies
never firmly committed themselves to any of the union proposals. Sam
Twedell concisely summed up the accomplishments of the first seven
months following the election. According to Twedell:
We have been meeting with the employers continously s.ince that time,
and they would make concessions and then withdraw them at the very
next conference. They would schedule meetings with us [and] then
at the last minute cancel them. 20

Union organizer Jim Gilker drew the conclusion that the owners were not
bargaining in good faith, which federal law required. He felt that the companies were determined to conduct a long fight against union recognition
and wage increases. Gilker reported that Ray Clymer, "does not take the
position that he can't pay more money, but states very bluntly that he
won't. "21
By March 1954, the Amalgamated Meat Cutters had become weary
and skeptical of the negotiations with the companies. The principals on
the union side of the bargaining table began to look for a more productive course of action. All were convinced that a strike would not only be
costly, but also futile in an area that would quickly supply strikebreakers
for the unskilled jobs in the poultry plants. Secretary-Treasurer Gorman
and Vice-President Twedellleaned toward economic action. As early as
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January Twedell had written Gorman, "we [will] put the 'squeeze' on this
poultry processor in every way that we possibly can and that can be done,
not by striking, but by taking away some of their large customers."21
Negotiations were thus subordinated to the national boycott as the means
of forcing a settlement with the Denison and Eastex Poultry companies.
According to the contracts which existed between Meat Cutter locals
and their retail employers, the latter could not legally sell products which
had been placed on the unfair list of the union. After providing the required
notice to the Center poultry companies, President Earl Jimerson issued
a proclamation which declared that "Denison Poultry Company of Center,
Texas is UNFAIR to Amalgamated Meat Cutters of North America,
AFL. " H Once this formality was out of the way, letters were sent to
companies distributing Denison products requesting them to comply with
the terms of their contracts and desist from handling the products of the
firm. Food stores and AMC locals around the country began to comply
with the boycott. 24
Ray Clymer evidently anticipated problems in marketing his merchandise and decided to speed up his production in order to get as far ahead
as possible should the boycott become completely effective. The normal
chain speed on the production line in the plant was between thirty-seven
and forty-two chickens per minute. By April 5 the rate had been increased
to sixty-six chickens per minute. According to Twedell. it was not unusual
for women to pass out from sheer exhaustion during the course of the
day's work. Twedell, of course, was not an impartial observer, but there
was no doubt of the workers' unrest. Without consulting any national
union official or organizer, every union member at the Denison plant
bolted off the job on the evening of April 5. Union members at Eastex
initiated a walkout and were followed by all other employees of the
company. Both plants were shut down temporarily by the wildcat strikes,
but they soon resumed operations, as the AMC feared they would, by
tapping the area's unskilled labor supply. 25
After Twedell observed first hand the conditions that had touched
off the strike. he persuaded the union to support it. He wrote Gorman
that" ... these people are 'the salt of the earth' and we must do everything
within

OUf

limits to see that they get a square deal. "26 Soon the threat

of violence hung over the town as pickets tangled with reckless drivers,
county deputies, state highway patrolmen, and perhaps Texas Rangers.
The Rangers were present to maintaining law and order on election day,
but the union alleged that two strikers were beaten by them. Texas Ranger
headquarters has no record of this strike. and Captain J.F. Rogers, as
one of the three Rangers who were assigned to Center for a month or so,
recalls no incidents involving Rangers. He does remember that a state
highway patrolman scuffled with a striker at the courthouse, probably
after remarks were made by both parties. Highway Patrolmen and Rangers
are sometimes confused with one another. 2 7
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The strike was also engulfed in a wave of racism. As in most East
Texas towns. the white citizens of Center were angered by the desegregation decision of the U.S. Supreme Court (on May I, 1954). Coming on
the heels of a strike by blacks, this decision stirred endemic hatreds. Thus.
while white strikers seem to have been regarded as curiosities. black
picketers were resented. Just after the Eastex strike began, Twedell claimed
that he was summoned to the county district attorney's office. There. in
the presence of the sheriff, Twedell said he was ordered to "get those goddamn Niggers off the picket line or some 0 f them are gonna get killed." 28
TwedeJl refused. On May 20 he sent telegrams to the FBI and the FCC
concerning a broadcast on KDET radio, a strongly anti-union station,
which "openly advocated violence, as a result of Supreme Court decision
... and other racial problems, if Negro pickets were not removed from
the picket lines."29 Station manager Tom Foster explained that his announcer merely had stated that "Twedell himself was advocating trouble
by ordering Negro and white pickets to walk the picket line together.
Hancock [the announcer} said that may be common practice in Chicago
[location of the union's international headquarters], but we are not ready
for that here."3o Foster, according to one of his friends, was extremely
anti-union and simply looking for an angle of attack. Twedell began
wal king the line with the black picketers. 31
On May 9 organizer Allen Williams prophetically reported that "We
are sitting on a keg of dynamite ... J honestly think our lives are in danger
... These bastards will stop at nothing, including murder, if they think
there is half a chance to _get away with it."32 On the night of July 23 a
time bomb explosion destroyed Williams' Ford. A fire which resulted as
an after-effect of the detonation completely leveled two cabins of the
tourist court where Williams was residing and did extensive damage to
two other buildings. Fortunately, Williams had stayed out later than usual
on the night of the bombing and thus escaped injury. The would-be
assassins were never apprehended and, according to his reports in the next
few weeks, Williams held some doubts that law enforcement officers
seriously sought to find them. Remarking on the openly anti-union
sentiments of a majority of the members of a grand jury investigating the
bombing, Williams jokingly explained that he felt some fear of being
indicted for the crime himself. A second bombing occurred near the black
"quarters" in Center on August 12. Though the August bombing scared
the black strikers, Williams observed that they weren't showing it openly.3J
Neither of the two banks, whose presidents were directors of the
Center Development Foundation, extended credit to their fellow townfolk
on strike. But the Meat Cutters paid regular benefits through the duration of the conflict and also conducted a highly successful nationwide
clothing drive for the strikers. So much clothing was received from the
locals that it actually became necessary for President Jimerson to request
members to halt the donations. 34
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Though the union neither expected nor won the support of Center's
business and political leadership, it did a surprisingly good job in securing
the confidence of some of the area's citizenry. Allen Williams believed
that the union had eighty-five percent of the population on its side, though
this hardly seems likely considering the historic image of unions in the
area or the racism aroused by the strike. Both Williams and Twedell
attributed a great portion of this support to the union's radio program.
Each Saturday afternoon the Meat Cutters purchased time on the local
radio station at Center, during which a union representative would explain
various facets of the union's side of the controversy. Twedell believed the ...--program had a fruitful audience; if so, it probably included some of the
chicken growers in the area, who suspected price fixing on the part of the
feed houses and processing plants. Most of the black community, which
numbered about thirty-eight percent of the town, supported the strikers
and the programs. 3S
One of these programs early in May 1954 included an explanation
of the tax structure in Shelby County. The union revealed during the broadcast that the Eastex Poultry Plant, which had been valued publicly by its
owner at $500,000, was listed on county and state tax books as worth only
$5 J OOO. The combined county and state tax for 1953 had been $76. The
Denison building, according to the labor broadcast, was valued on tax
rolls at $1,160 and was taxed only $25 in 1953. These disclosures embarrassed the business community and aroused the populace. Twedell repeated
his charges. with 500 persons looking on, before a dramatic evening session
of the city council. Mayor O.H. Polley defended the low taxes as necessary
inducements for industry. Union leaders then held a pep rally, and the
antagonistic Champion admitted that they "were soundly cheered by a
large portion of the audience." 36 Twedell recorded that the expose" caused
quite a furor and I don't believe there has been as much excitement in
Shelby County since the Civil War. "31
The strike in Shelby County and even the Denison and Eastex boycotts
were soon overshadowed by another major thrust in the union's campaign
against the Center poultry firms. As early as February of 1954, organizer
Jim Gilker reported to Patrick Gorman:
Our ace with Denison is that they don't have Federal Poultry inspection This means that there is no doctor on the line checking the
birds At the present time the inspectors are condemning a large
number of birds because of •Air Sac disease l in the inspected plants.
At the Denison plants these birds are packed and shipped out. lB

In April 1954 Sam Twedell began forwarding affidavits depicting gory
and unsanitary conditions in the poultry plants to Secretary-Treasurer
Gorman. One Center poultry worker testified:
My job was to pull feathers ... When the chickens reached me, most
of the feathers were off the bodies and I could see the skin of the

birds very clearly. It is quite often that thousands of chickens would
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pass on the line with sores on their bodies. Thousands of them would
have large swellings as large as a chicken egg on their bodies. These
swellings were filled with a yellowish pus, and the odor was very strong.
Others would have red spots allover their bodies that looked like
smallpox. 39
An affidavit from another worker declared:
When I was killing chickens I have cut the throats of many chickens
that were already dead and stiff... The first time I saw these kind of
chickens come along, I did not cut their throats, but (my) supervisors
came and told me to cut their throats and let them go through with
the good ones... When on the killing job, I would also kill chickens
that would be sick and have long, thick and stringy pus coming from
their mouths and nostrils. When clipping gizzards I would see large
growths on the entrails that looked like a mass of jelly. These chicken
entrails would smell awfully bad, and at times would make me sick
at my stomach... 40
A lady at Eastex avowed:
...The entrails would have yellowish pimples all over them, and they
would also be covered with a thick and slimy yellow pus which had
a very offensive odor. The odor would be so bad I could hardly bear
to stay on my job. They would also be covered with stiff worms about
the size of a broom straw and from 2 to 4 inches long. The livers would
be spotted and have dark red sores on them. The boss told us to save
every liver. Sometimes the liver would be green. I have tried to throw
these livers away and the boss would stop me and say that they wanted
to keep every liver. I always put these diseased livers in with the good
ones. Il was a regular thing for bad livers to come through for an
hour at a time. When they started coming they would all be bad with
the exception of .3 or 4 out of thousands. 41
Sam Twedell dramatically reviewed the loathsome conditions in the
Texas poultry industry before the Amalgamated's executive board in the
spring of 1954. Reports by others of somewhat similar conditions elsewhere
lent strength to the arguments. Upon Pat Gorman's recommendation, the
board approved the launching of a campaign for an effective poultry
inspection program. The union enlisted the complete support of its 500
locals, as well as the endorsement of the AFL-CIO and most of the nation's
labor press. Active support came from public health officers, conservationist spokesmen, and church groups - from the national to the local
level. The drive was assisted by at least a dozen national organizations,
such as the Association of State and Territorial Health Officers, the
American Nurses Association, the General Federation of Women's Clubs,
the American Association of University Women, and the National Farmers
Union. The campaign did not receive notable coverage from the mass
media, though several journal articles appeared as well as syndicated columns by Victor Riesel and Drew Pearson. 42
The Amalgamated also approached the legislative branches of the state
and federal governments. Hilton Hanna, the leading black executive in
the AMC, was responsible for most of the research and pamphleteering.
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He listed thirty-four key supporters in Congress; none were from Texas
and only three were from the South. As the campaign picked up public
support, the Southwestern Association of Poultry, Egg, and Allied
Industries suddenly endorsed state legislation for poultry inspection, but
continued to oppose "federal interference." Texas' Agricultural Commissioner John White took the same position, but the state legislature could
not be roused. The most graphic union pamphlet, "Check That Chick,"
caused an Arizona state senator, known for his anti-labor stance, to lose
his breakfast and introduce a poultry inspection bill. Gorman and Twedell
believed that federal law was best, however, and that state laws would only conflict with each other and allow the processors, through their
political connections, to control the various inspection systems. 43
Five hearings on poultry conditions were held before three different
congressional committees in the mid-1950s. AMC spokesmen presented
some of the Center affidavits along with statistics from the U.S. Public
Health Service and Bureau of Labor Statistics. Expert supporting testimony
\\las offered by veterinarians, doctors. sanitarians, and scientists. During
the course of the hearings it was revealed that poultry and man share some
twenty-six diseases, twenty-four of which are not ordinarily carried to the
consumer who buys eviscerated fowls. The illness most likely to be
transmitted is salmonellosis, an intestinal infection marked by fever,
nausea, and vomiting. If the victim is very young or very old, this type
of food poisoning can be fatal. A third of all listed cases of food poisoning
by the mid-1950s were traced to poultry. Several of the diseases constitute
a considerable risk for the workers who slaughter. process, and handle
poultry. Psittacosis (parrot fever) is the most common ailment. The first
outbreak in Texas occurred in Giddings in 1948, and two other epidemics
struck the turkey processing workers in that town before 1954; seven died.
In May 1954. forty-eight workers in a Corsicana poultry dressing plant
were stricken. In 1956, three psittacosis epidemics broke out in Texas.
Oregon, and Virginia; 136 men and women were struck and three were
killed. 44
Since the passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act (1906), it has been
illegal to ship beef, veal, pork, lamb, or other red meat products in
interstate commerce unless they have been slaughtered under sanitary
conditions and inspected by government veterinarians. Many states also
adopted compulsory meat-inspection laws. When these laws were being
passed, however, the poultry business was still small and was not induded
in the provisions. By the mid-1950s poultry was a major food, its con- --sumption having grown to an estimated thirty-five pounds per capita. The
government inspection service that was available until 1958 was voluntary and had to be paid for by the poultry processors. Only conscientious
companies willing and able to pay the costs had government inspectors
on duty, and the companies could transfer the inspectors if they did not
like their work. In some companies there was a tradition of "close
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relations" between inspector and plant. Marginal plants as well as the
unscrupulous and unsanitary companies, the ones most in need of inspection, shipped the poultry uninspected. Less than one-fourth of the poultry
marketed in the United States in the mid-1950s had been subjected to
federal inspection. 4s Neither Denison nor Eastex hired inspectors, though
Eastex claimed it hired a "resident sanitarian" in the spring of 1953. 46
Eastex owner Joe Fechtel told a radio audience that the union offered
him a contract in lieu of exposing the diseased poultry he was processing,
which he denied was happening. A letter written by organizer Jim Gilker
states that the sick "birds" at Denison were the union's "ace." Pat
Gorman, after receiving the first affidavits on the diseased chickens, wrote
Sam Twedell that the Amalgamated would "blast the hell out of the poultry
industry if the Denison and Eastex strike isn't settled. "47 The union's
primary goals were to organize the workers and improve their wages and
hours. Obviously the AMC in the mid-1950s did not, and often probably
could not, require hygenic factories and unsullied poultry in its contracts.
In the midst of the boycott and national publicity, after an eleven .
month strike, the Eastex Poultry Company yielded and agreed to a contract
with the Meat Cutters. The terms of the March 1955 agreement called for
wage increases of 5¢ an hour for women 7 Y2¢ for men; time and a half
for overtime; three paid holidays each year; the establishment of a vacation system and grievance machinery; and the reinstatement of all strikers.
If called to the plant, the workers had to be given at least three hours
work that day. The re-employment was with full seniority. which meant
that the twenty or twenty-five' 'scabs left in the plant had lowest seniority.
The Eastex Company also agreed to submit voluntarily to United States
Department of Agricultural poultry inspection. The union labeled the winning of the Eastex strike as a major victory and called for its membership
to re-double efforts to win at the Denison plant. 48
t

t

H

When the expose' began to arouse attention t the manager of the
Denison plant informed the supervisor, Florence Smith. that she had been
named chicken inspector and would thereafter receive her paycheck from
the City of Center. The city government obediently notified Texas
Agricultural Commissioner John White that Miss Smith would inspect
all poultry for wholesomeness. Like all of White's "inspectors," Miss
Smith lacked the guidance of any published tests or standards because
Texas had no poultry inspection law. After several days as inspector,
Florence Smith discovered that the chickens she had condemned and
removed from the production chain had been put back on further down
the line by another supervisor. 49 She testified, moreover. that:
It has been a regular practice to place Texas Department of Agriculture
tags of approval on chickens processed in the Denison Poultry plant.
These tags of approval were placed in chickens that had never been
inspected. In fact, it has been a regular practice to place these tags on
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non-inspected chickens ever since I have been working for the company
[over three years]. 50

The struggle to unionize the Denison Plant ended in failure - three
years after the Eastex victory. In February 1958, the Meat Cutters decided
to call off the strike. Both union and company were exhausted by four years
of apparently inconclusive boycotting and striking. Ralph Sanders, an
organizer for the union, was assigned the un-enviable task of telling the
picket walkers that the strike at Center had been cancelled. "It was about
the saddest thing I was ever confronted with,n he wrote. 5l Hilton Hanna
wrote earlier that the striking Texans were the shock troops in the clean-up
campaign, that they must be supponed to the hilt, and that they "have
demonstrated a spirit that has been rare in the labor movement for many
years." Their steadfastness and zeal persuaded the Amalgamated to pay
strike benefits for four years, which not many internationals would do. 52
Ray Clymer's'unyielding position seems to have been the crucial factor
in the union's defeat at Denison. The company lost most of its markets
as a result of the boycott and eventually went bankrupt. According to
Twedell. Clymer had an independent income which he refused to plow
back into the business and preferred bankruptcy to dealing with a union.
Certainly his only offer to settle the dispute reflected contempt for collective bargaining. In June 1955 Clymer offered to recognize the union as
bargaining agent for six months and allow the strikers to return - with
no changes in wages, hours, or working conditions - if the pickets and
boycott were called off. A new election would be held in six months and
if the union won, Clymer promised to negotiate in good faith. 53
It is also possible that the workers at Eastex, ninety-four percent of
whom voted for the union in the election, seemed more determined than
the Denison strikers, sixty percent of whom originally voted to unionize.
And being largely black, the Eastex workers were more accustomed to
facing community coercion. Black workers recalled that a determined black
- union consciousness arose, even though Center's blacks had never
fought together for anything before. Moreover, there was no particular
black leadership either among the laborers or in the "quarters." The black
workers also recollected that they were more willing to walk the picket
lines thap. the whites_ 54 The blacks might have appeared to Joe Fechtel,
Ray Clymer, and other onlookers, at least during the first eleven months
of the strike, as being better prepared to withstand a long siege than the
Denison group. Perhaps Feehtel was thus partially induced to come to
terms and Clymer was thereby partially persuaded to hold out.

In evaluating the impact of the strike on the town and its establishment leaders, an anonymous Chamber of Commerce spokesman declared
that it was "just about the first event from the outside world to reach
Center." There had never been a union in Shelby County; from the little
that people had read about them, they were considered alien and evil.
Moreover, companies seeking new locations at that time were notorious
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in demanding a depressed laboring group. Also, most of the townspeople
and even many of the local establishment were ex-cotton farmers who had
been driven off the land by national economic forces. They were so fiercely
independent that they seemed to innately resist even thinking about
unionism. They were particularly appalled that the chicken processing
plants were "attacked," since it was poultry that saved the town when
the bottom fell out of the cotton market in the late 194Os. Blacks and whites
walking the picket lines together at the time of the 1954 desegregation decision was deeply resented: "wetd never had any race trouble," the
anonymous leader believed. It was natural, then, that much of the community and its leaders would be hostile to an aggressive union. FinallYt
again according to the anonymous Chamber of Commerce leader, Shelby
County was "ignorant and backward and marked by a long history of
violence. ' , 5 ~
But change occurs even in Shelby County. The union, whose members
are all local, native workers, has been entrenched for over two decades
and can hardly be considered alien. The workers, who were making $4.80
per hour (with no discrepancy among the sexes) in 1984, have never been
involved in another strike. 56 Currently companies seeking new sites are
included to inquire about local services and schools and do not seem to
be searching just for low taxes for themselves. Several companies have
brought unions with them. Moreover, the processing plants are not nearly
as vital to the town's economy as in 1954. And the racial situation is
quieter; the school system is integrated. 57 Probably more townspeople now
realize what Bernard Hooks perceived in 1954, that higher payrolls mean
more prosperity for more people, more customers for the merchants.
At the time of the strike, Champion editor Bob Pinkston charged
that Sam Twedell had done more damage to the community than anyone
man ever had. The town spent six years building up consumer acceptance
of Center poultry and Twedell t he charged, had torn it down in a month.
Affidavits "from a few strikers" were used all over the nation and forced
Center to cut production, but an employee from the Agriculture Department's Poultry Marketing Division told the editor that Center's chickens
were as fine as those anywhere. Twedell's half-truths and prejudice, he
wrote, split families, neighbors, church members, friends, and workers.
It was a pretty high price to payt Pinkston thought, for a few pay raises.
After Twedell left, he noted, the rest of the townspeople had to live with
each other in Center. Shelby County, he said, was being rapidly drained
of population in the late 1940s, but the Chamber of Commerce scrambled
for enough jobs for the town to hang on; the Chamber was not especially
proud to announce that after eighteen months of effort they had brought
a plant to Center that paid 75¢ an hour, "but it was something." Even
that sum doubled some peoplets salaries overnight t and they at least had
a minimum wage. Pinkston concluded by asking Twedell to fetch some
new, high paying industries for Center. 58
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The editor made some valid points. but even he warned the companies
at the time that they should "not make the mistake of thinking that this
[support] might be approval of your wages or working conditions by our
people." The editor seemed to know that 75<:- an hour was not a living
wage~ but still thought it ought to be tolerated. Poultry processors, he
noted in the interview, live precariously and the prices they charge retailers
are very dependent on wage scales; a price increase of 1;4 of a cent a pound
can lose a processor his customer. But the wage hands making 75¢ an hour
were existing precariously too, and most did not think that the possible
loss of a few friends was too high a price to pay for another nickel an
hour. If Shelby County could not survive without placing its labor force
in peonage, perhaps Shelby County did not deserve to survive. But, of
course, it did survive and, in fact, prosper. Pinkston pointed out in 1972
that the county was growing, the banks were "filled with money~" and
the old hatreds had "faded away. U Former strikers confirmed that bitter
feelings had disappeared. S9
The events in Center followed a dreary southern pattern. Irving Bernstein noted that little establishments in the small towns in the South were
among the few sectors that paralyzed the union movement in the fifteen
years after World War II. Many unions, of course~ have not been interested
in small units of unskilled workers. The wartime exemption of poultry
from meat rationing triggered a decade of growth in the southern broiler
industry, especially among independent operators. 60 The southern
independents were difficult to organize, partly because of a slow-moving
NLRB and because of Taft-Hartley provisions that permitted employers
to influence workers and to intiate representation elections. "But the
greater barrier ~" according to one historian,
was the southern pattern of employer and community resistance, small
towns, race antagonisms~ and violence - for instance, the beating
of Amalgamated representatives in Gainesville, Georgia~ in March,
1951, and the dynamiting of a tourist cabin of an Amalgamaged
organizer in Center Texas, in 1954. The southern independents
remained a threat in 1960. 61
I

The outlook for the union in southern poultry brightened somewhat
in the 196Os, as the structure of the industry changed. During the 1960s
and the early 19705 the independent poultry operators largely were supplanted by the integrators, a few big vertical oligopolies that own
hatcheries, feed companies, processing plants and even distribution
facilities. The broiler industry became the premier agribusiness in the
South. In 1971 Dick Twedell, successor to his father as regional director
of the Amalgamated, asserted that the southern integrators were more
amenable (or vulnerable) to unionization than the independents. Though
less than a third of the thirty of so poultry plants in Texas, for instance,
were unionized, the one in Center. which had become part of the Holly
Farms chain, produced more birds than half the non-union plants put
together. 61
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The roles of the union and the federal government in the nationwide
drive for compulsory poultry inspection were duly noted by Senator James
D. Murray of Montana. In his report that followed one of the congressional hearings in 1956, Murray spoke for the Committee on Labor and
'Public Welfare in praising the" ... definitive and thoroughly documented
expose of conditions in the poultry processing industry under the Department of Agriculture's voluntary inspection program .... The report
deemed the Department "seriously remiss" in never having called the
poultry conditions to the attention of the public and in never having taken
the initiative in recommending corrective measures to the president Or
Congress. The committee was shocked that the Agriculture Department
opposed compulsory inspection even though it was in command of more
facets than the union in regard to diseased poultry. The committee report
added:
)l

While we are grateful to the union and believe the American people
will share that gratitude, we think it a shame that an organization
of workers whose earnings are very modest should have to spend its
funds to alert the Nation to a situation which is already known to
a division of a governmental department which has apparently put
its processor relationships ahead of its responsibilities to the people
of the United States. 6l

After a three-year, uphill fight the union overcame the opposition
of the poultry industry and the Department of Agriculture, which changed
its position in 1956. On August 28, 1957 President Dwight Eisenhower
signed the Poultry Products Inspection Act, which established compulsory
federal inspection of all poultry moving across state lines and in foreign
commerce. The law attempts to assure the wholesomeness of poultry and
poultry products placed on the market, the maintenance of sanitary
facilities and practices at slaughter and processing plants, and correct and
informative labeling. 64 Thus, just as the "sick chickens" sold in New York
by the Schechter brothers had national implications in the 19305 - the
invalidation of the National Industrial Recovery Act - so did the diseased
poultry shipped out of Texas in the 1950s. The union organizing drive
in Center, Texas, inspired the national boycott and clean-up crusade, which
persuaded the public to ask searching questions about the quality of poultry
being consumed in the United States. The resulting legislation must surely
be judged as a permanent benefit for American consumers.
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BONHAM COTTON MILLS
by Beverly Christian

Although nothing remains of it but a pile of rubble, Bonham Cotton
Mills can hardly be said to have been cut down in its prime. Its life spanned
the biblical three score years and ten. Its products served the nation in
two World Wars, and they were essential to Texas tomato farmers for
nearly half a century. At its peak, the mill required 170 bales of Texas
cotton every week in order to meet its required production of 325,000 yards
of doth. That is quite a record, but it omits a vital ingredient. Bonham's
people invested in the mill, Bonham people operated it, and Bonham people were employed by it.
The story of the mill began on May 12, 1900. On that day, the 192
local residents who had subscribed all of the stock elected nine directors
to charter Bonham Cotton Mills as a Texas corporation. J Capital stock was
set at $150,000, divided into 1500 shares at $100 each. 2 In retrospect, it
was an auspicious occasion. At the time, the announcement that major industry would be brought to Bonham probably caused little stir. Not even
the naming of a drugstore owner to manage the textile mill was extraordinary; the publisher of Fannin County Favorite had been a practicing physician. 1 And it probably was known that twelve building lots in South Bonham
had been acquired in the corporate name eight days earlier on May 4. 4
On June 5, 1900, the site for the manufacturing facility was acquired
from Texas & Pacific Railroad, described in the deed as "beginning 760 feet
west of Main Street and 142 feet south of the middle of the main railroad
tracks ...." Construction of the two-story cotton mill was begun immediately
and required a full year. Local masons were hired, and the brick was handmade with sand hauled in from the northern portion of Fannin County and
fired at the site. S The manufacturing building covered two city blocks,
extending from the end of Bill Street past Henderson to the end of Gates Street.
The office was connected to the plant by a common wall with the cardroom.
Floors were of tongue-and-groove maple, designed to withstand the vibration of the heavy, belt-driven machinery. A high smokestack was built to vent
the smoke from coal, which was used for fuel until 1912, when Texas Power
& Light Company brought its transmission lines to Bonham.
Additional water power was available from Powder Creek which
traverses the mill property. Steam was forced through jets from the engine
room into the manufacturing departments to maintain the high humidity
required in textile operations. Foot bridges connected the east and west
entrances of the mill to Bill and Gates streets, and Henderson Street
extended across Powder Creek and around the plant to connect with Bell
Street at the office. The opener room and warehouses were situated across
the creek along Henderson Street.
Beverly Christian Jjyes in Bonham, Texas.
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Sixteen tracts of building lots, ranging from several acres to one or
two lots, were acquired in the first years with most of them purchased
in 1900. The tenant houses, which ranged in size from three rooms to six
and featured steep-pitched roofs, were of boxed, or single-wall wood construction. They were disposed variously among other houses along South
Fifth and South Sixth Streets and some cross-streets between. A Surveyor's
Plat of "properties formerly belonging to Bonham Cotton Mills" filed
in 1958 shows the discontinuous location of the lots. 6 Just how many of
the houses were ready for occupancy when the mill opened for business
in the spring of 1901 is not known. But operations began with 1500 spindles
and 150 100ms. 7 John C. Saunders, mill manager, had spent the months
while the mill was under construction studying textile milJs in the
Southeastern United States. So far as is known, neither he nor any of the
investors had prior experience with textile milling.
Earliest editions of the local newspaper date from 1905. On March
16 of that year, the Fannin County Favorite records the formation of a
Board of Trade, predecessor of the Chamber of Commerce. Named as president was John C. Saunders. Vice President was S.B. Howard, a sponsor
of fine stock fairs and an original stockholder in First National Bank and
Bonham Cotton Mills. Secretary-Treasurer was Dr. J.M. Terry, publisher
of Fannin County Favorite and also an original mill stockholder. The Board
stated as its goal to "promote the spirit of enterprise and encourage new
industry." Its organizing principle was stated as "price, quality and service
being equal, home people shall receive our patronage." Adopted as projects were to push for installation of city water and sewerage and to try
to obtain interurban service between Bonham, Greenville, and McKinney.
In 1906. Bonham Cotton Mills charter was amended to raise capital
stock to $200.000 divided into 2000 shares at $100 each, an indication that
business was expanding. The next year, a project was undertaken that still
is regarded as the crowning achievement of the mill. It was a joint venture with the community at large. The Free Kindergarten was founded
in 1907 by Mrs. E.F. White and Mrs. P.B. Weaks, who announced in
the press that their church. First Methodist, was the organizing agency.
Miss Katherine Phillips, an Episcopalian, was engaged to teach the twelve
students in one room of a residence on South Fifth Street, a site that was
near the cotton mill. Through the years Miss Phillips had as assistants
Mrs. Chester Marston, a Carlton College graduate who was organist for
First Baptist Church, and Miss Margaret Tobin, a piano teacher who
belonged to S1. Elizabeth's Catholic parish. Mrs. Barnett McAnally, a
conservatory-trained violinist, also was one of the assistants.
From its inception until it came under the Community Chest umbrella
years later, the kindergarten's affairs were administered by a board
composed of two ladies from each church in town. Mrs. E.F. White, wife
of an original mill stockholder, was first president. and during her tenure
the board obligated itself to provide a new upright piano for the
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kindergarten. The debt was paid before any interest was due. 8 Other
presidents included Mrs. John C. Saunders, wife of the mill manager, and
Mrs. C.H. VanZandt, their daughter.
By the second term, John C. Saunders, acting on behalf of the
corporation, supervised construction of the permanent facility that would
house the kindergarten for fifty years. The building was provided with
utilities and maintenance furnished, and appears as Lot 40 on the
Surveyor's plat recorded in 1958 of "properties formerly belonging to
Bonham Cotton Mills." Miss Phillips served as kindergarten teacher for
forty-five years. She is quoted in the May 8, 1950 Bonham Daily Favorite:
"The mill has always been one of our best friends. The employees and
owners always come to our assistance when we call on them." Juanita
Spencer reports that more than 2,000 students attended the institution
through the years.
Throughout the months of this investigation, the overwhelming
response of local residents - former mill employees as well as the Saunders
family and the downtown business community - attests to the vital role
of the kindergarten in introducing children to their community. The
institution was situated at the corner of South Fifth and Bill Streets, one
block from the foot bridge across Powder Creek to the mill. The provision for free child care as early as 1907 is believed to be unusual, if not
unique. Furthermore, the wide acceptance of the kindergarten, which drew
children from nearly all of the neighborhoods of Bonham, has been
credited to the quality of instruction that students received.
The 1910 Decennial Census enumerates 196 residents who gave as their
occupation "cotton mill," including four foremen and one superintendent. This figure remained stable for thirty years. The South Bonham
neighborhood reflected thirty-seven heads of households who had business
occupations, including grocers, draymen, restaurant keepers, hotel
operators, newspaper and city employees, cotton oil mill workers, and
one each, baker, soft drink bottler, photographer, optician, milliner, and
insurance salesman. Ten said they owned farms. Sixteen listed railroad
occupations, and two were public school teachers. Of the mill workers.
twenty-eight were under the age of sixteen years; the youngest. eleven.
But all of them belonged to family units with at least one other employee
who was an adult.
Bonham installed city water and sewerage in 1910. In 1911, the mill
mortgaged sixteen tracts to secure issuance of 200 bonds of $500 each,
to mature in five years. ') Presumably, the funds were used to install water
and sewerage in the mill properties. Electricity was installed in 1912, and
in 1914 the downtown area received paved streets and sidewalks. Bonham
received its second industry in 1916. Southwest Pump Company was
founded by two local residents, John Catron and R.E. Risser. But
Bonham's self-containment -like other towns and cities across the land
- came to an end with World War L
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Bonham Cotton Mills was sold to Consolidated Textile Corporation,
registered in Delaware but with offices in New York, for $575,000 in
September 1920. The sale included the plant and forty-six tenant houses.
By terms of the agreement, John C. Saunders was retained as manager.
On June 1, 1921, Consolidated Textile Corporation mortgaged all
of its plants, real estate, and equipment to Chase National Bank of New
York to secure issuance of $5,000,000 in twenty year bonds at eight percent.
Fannin County Deed of Trust Records contain ninety pages of description of the properties, located in Berkshire (North Adams) Massachusetts,
Lynchburg, Virginia, Raleigh, North Carolina, Almanace County and
Cleveland County. North Carolina, Henderson, Kentucky, Mitchell
County and Walker County, Georgia, and Fannin County, Texas. lo
Supplemental indentures were recorded April 4, June 13 and November
2, 1923, and May 25, 1925.
A few weeks after the Stock Market crash in October 1929, Consolidated TC?xtile Corporation became bankrupt. All of its plants were
closed in 1930, and for the first time since the cotton mill opened in
Bonham, local citizens became aware that they numbered several hundred
dependents in the population. In 1930, there was no structured system
of unemployment compensation or social welfare and Bonham's people
were confronted with an idle factory and numerous kindergarten students
whose parents were not at work.
On December 27 t 1930, the Bonham Daily Favorite announced a
public meeting to investigate reopening the mill with local investment.
The plant and houses that had been sold a decade earlier for $575,000
could now be bought back for $100,000. A firm of Southern textile
engineers had appraised it at $275,000. But two of Bonham's three banks
had failed, and there was much apprehension, as evidenced in the press.
Early in 1931, the Bonham Daily Favorite made a litany of advising
cotton farmers to decrease production and to "raise your living at home."
On January 6, foreign competition was cited, with forty-five percent of
the world's supply of cotton produced by other than American farmers.
Southern American farmers were urged to improve staple lengths and to
rebuild worn-out soils.
Coverage of other depressed areas included idle steel workers in Ohio.
The survey of per capital wealth in 1930 showed that Texas' figure was
$1,986 compared with $2,946 nationally. Average per capita wealth in the
South was $1,800; however, Texas ranked behind fourteen Southern states.
The National average per capita income in 1930 was $750.
Bonham Cotton Mills was again chartered as a Texas corporation
January 23, 1931, with capital stock set at $200,000 divided into 2,000
shares at $100 each. 11 One-half of the total paid, as required by law, and the
$100,000 was invested by Bonham people. But in 1933, when proof of
final payment was filed, majority stock was shown to be in the hands
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of the Higginbotham & Bailey trusts in Dallas, Texas. 11 On January 24,
1931, however, the Bonham Daily Favorite banner headline proclaimed,
"BONHAM COTTON MILLS TO REOPEN FEB. 2," and the lead story
was titJed "Nearly 200 People Will Be Put Back to Work with a $10,000
Monthly Payroll."
The body of the story revealed that employees would return to work
full-time, five and one-half days a week. The 16,000 spindles would require
200 bales of cotton to fill, and the estimate was that between 5,000 and
10,000 bales of cotton would be purchased annually. The mill was
described as "the only plant in Texas or west of the Mississippi River that
manufactures light sheeting.... It is also the largest textile plant in Texas .
. . . One line of goods manufactured is sheeting for tomato frames, and
there is already considerable inquiry for this character of cloth."

"As the tomato acreage in East Texas as well as South Texas will
be unusually large this year, it is seen there will be a great demand for
that kind of cloth."
The story continues with the announcement that former employees
would be given preference, but that a long list of applications was on file
at the mill office. Local businessmen who had worked to sell stock were
recognized, then, "to J .C. Saunders must go major part of the credit for
efforts to have the mill bought by men financially able to operate it and
to make it a success ... It is no small matter to secure a plant that will
give employment to two hundred people and spend ten thousand dollars
a month in salaries alone."
Mr. Saunders survived for three more years. Though he was manager
of the mill at the time of his death on August 23, 1934, he was well into
his seventies. He was succeeded as manager by Herbert A. Burow, a Texas
A&M graduate who had served apprenticeships in every department of
the mill.
During the depression years, appeals became necessary in the press
for contributions to the kindergarten teachers' salaries. Responses came,
sometimes from distant places. In 1936, Mark McMahon, a Fort Worth
attorney who had attended the kindergarten as a child, enclosed a check
with his letter praising the efforts of Miss Katherine Phillips as teacher.
A few days later, the contribution of Misses Hannah and Caroline Rosenbaum of Orlando, Florida, was given press. They were the daughters of
M. Rosenbaum, a Prussian immigrant who had been an early businessman
in Bonham and was an original stockholder in both First National Bank
and Bonham Cotton MIlls.

Texas Almanac gives the dollar value of manufactures in Bonahm
for 1939-40 as $1,129,477 from cotton gins, cotton mill, cottonseed oil
mill, the new Kraft Cheese plant, and Southwest Pump Company. The
Almanac figure for 1945-46 from virtually the same sources is $] ,906,376.
A substantial amount of the increase must have represented Bonham
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Cotton Mills sales, although Southwest Pump Company was also engaged
in war production. In 1946, the cotton mill amended its charter to raise
capital stock to $400,000, and again in 1950, capital stock was raised to
$600,000. That was the fiftieth anniversary of Bonham Cotton Mills, and
it was celebrated with open house and a special section in the Bonham
Daily Favorite on May 8, 1950.
The list of 192 original stockholders in 1900 was published in a story
titled "One Hundred Ninety-Two Persons Held Stock in Bonham Cotton
Mill When First Organized in 19OO-J.C. Saunders Elected First Manager."
Local histories contain most of the names. identifying them as bankers,
owners of businesses of various sizes, and professional people such as
lawyers, doctors, ministers, and educators. There are also a number of
women stockholders on the list.
Tenured employees of the mill were accorded "star billing:' with
several stories and photographs of groups who had long service. One story,
titled "62 Employees of Mill Have Total of 2200 Years Service," lists those
names in categories as "more than 40 years," C4 30 to 39 years," and "25
to 29 years." Page one of the section features a photograph of three women
who had worked the entire forty-nine years since the mill opened in 1901.
The accompanying story is titled "Three Women Set Record: Have Been
On Job for 49 Years - All Three Now in Spinning Room."
Still another list was of seventy-one employees of the mill who served
in World War II. One was killed in action. The account of John C.
Saunders' trip to the southeastern states to study the textile business, and
a brief history of the mill's fifty years, appears. Herbert Burow's educational and civic accomplishments and his memberships in manufacturing
associations are recounted. And there were stories which reveal the names
of all of the foremen and the superintendent and the assistant manager.
Employment was given as 350. with a weekly payroll of $15,000 projected to $780,000 annually. The size of the mill was reported as 17,200
spindles and 426 looms. In 1950 there were three shifts daily for continuous
twenty-four-hour running time to produce 325,000 yards of cloth weekly.
And one story titled, "Employment at Mill is Stable," revealed that the
mill enjoyed the lowest rate of unemployment compensation possible, onetenth of one percent.
Also announced in the May 8 edition was that the mill had sales offices
in Los Angeles, Kansas City, Chicago, New York, and New Orleans, all

directed from the Bonham office. Other than light sheeting, the mill
manufactured drills which were sold to manufacturers of clothing, tents,
awnings, and sporting goods. Bonham Cotton Mills was classified as the
largest narrow sheeting mill west of the Mississipi River.
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade of 1947 began to have
an effect on the domestic textile industry by the mid-1950s. Some indication of the problem is found in correspondence to Congressman Sam
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Rayburn in 1956. One letter, dated August 8 1 1956, from H.A. Burow,
manager of Bonham Cotton Mills remarked, "I certainly hope that you
wiU be able to get some relief for our industry in the very near future before
it is too late. I' Another, dated July 28. 1956, was from Frank W. Smith,
manager of Texas Textile Mills in McKinney, which closed soon after.
Smith said, "I feel sure that you have used your influence to bring about
an equalized tariff on textiles, but it looks like we have had some opposition. As you probably know, millions of yards of Japanese textiles are
arriving in this country, and surely our industry should not be crippled
from this source."
But the definitive explanation is supplied by C.S. Tatum, president
of Pilot Mills Company of Raleigh, North Carolina, in his letter to Mr.
Rayburn dated May 21, 1956.
Tatum said that U.S. tariffs had been reduced by two-thirds or more,
yet American products moving abroad "find few trade barriers which have
been lowered by more than a shaving, while most of them are higher ...."
He predicted that the entire U.S. textile industry "is in a fair way to be
wiped out completely if some restraint is not put upon the Japanese mills."
On October 6, 1958, Bonham Cotton Mills merged with Brenham
Cotton Mill, 1nc. 13 Combined capital stock was $750,000. Herbert A.
Burow retired as manager, and Claud Mast of Brenham assumed control
of both plants, with Wade Webb sent to oversee the Bonham operation.
Four years later, the merger was dissolved. Brenham underwent reorganization, and the Bonham plant was chartered as Red River Textile Mills. Inc. 14
with Harry McDowell as registered agent and manager. Capital stock was
set at $150,000, and a drive was launched by R. Eugene Risser, Jr. and
Ray Peeler, Jr., local businessmen, to sell stock at $20 per share to raise
operating funds. The forty-six tenant houses were offered for sale at prices
ranging from $500 to $1500. on terms, to their occupants. IS
In 1962, Red River Textile Mills, Inc. employed 285 workers with
a weekly payroll of $16,500. 16 Sales from manufacturing in Bonham for
1961-62 totaled $8,700.000, according to Texas Almanac.
The $250,000 realized through local efforts to sell stock was exhausted
by 1966.. Mortgages are recorded in that year, and again in 1968 by Otto
Goedecke of Hallettsville, who became involved with the Bonham mill
at the time Red River Textile Mills, Inc. was organized. 17 In 1970, the mill
closed in bankruptcy, and title passed to Walter E. Heller & Company. 18
Ironically, Texas Almanac gives dollar amounts for sales from manufacturing in Bonham as $15,452.000 for 1970.
On May 6, 1972, the Secretary of State of Texas filed forfeiture of
charter against Red River Textile Mills, Inc. for non-payment of taxes.
On November 9, the local newspaper released a story concerning the U.S.
Labor Department adjustment payment that was available to former
employees of the mill.
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In 1973, Vnico Mills of Georgia acquired the real property and
machinery of Red River Textile Mills, Inc. 19 Shortly thereafter, Stanley
Gibbs Wrecking Company of Bonham successfully bid to demolish the
manufacturing plant, the buildings that brought industry to Bonham in
1900. That process continues, with a lone workman cleaning brick that
was hand-made and fired at the site, of Fannin County sand.
In 1977, the old kindergarten building was removed from the corner
of South Fifth and Bill streets to make way for a modern, single-family

dwelling. The work of the kindergarten remains in the memories of
countless Bonham residents of all neighborhoods.
In 1979, title to the property which begins "760 feet west of Main
Street and 142 feet south of the middle of the main railroad tracks" was
recorded in Fannin County Deed Records by Stanley and Mary Fitzwater
Gibbs. 21 That is the present status.
Did Bonham Cotton Mills - like some earlier civilization - spring
up. accomplish its tasks, and then vanish? Historian T.R. Fehrenbach concludes Lone Star: A History of Texas and the Texans with the observation that if civilizations fall, the earth remains. "Texas, under any name.
would go on forever," he says. Bonham Cotton Mills would seen to
demonstrate the thesis.
NOTES
'The list appears in the May 8, 1950 edition of Bonham Daily Favorite.

2Pile number 009265-0 in the Office of the Secretary of State of Texas.
'As recorded on the historical marker displayed at Bonham Daily Favorite.
4As recorded in Vals. 74, 75 and 77, Fannin County Deed Records.

lInformation supplied by John T. Lofton, superintendent of the mill from 1939 58.
A

6Recorded in Volume 2, Surveyor's Records of Fannin County, pp. 363-367.
7

According to the May 8, 1950 Bonham Daily Favorite

IFrom an undated clipping supplied by Mrs. White's daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Hendrix.
9yol. 3, pages 447-453, Fannin County Deed of Trust Records.
IOyol. 18, pages 1-91, Fannin County DOT Records.
'I File number 058581-0 in the office of the Secretary of State of Texas.
'2Ibid., filed January 10, 1933.

IlMerger of file 058581-0 with 071959 O. Brenham Cotton Mill, Inc.• chartered August
25, 1937, capital stock $150,000.
A

I~File 181798 in the office of the Secretary of State of Texas. capital stock $150,000.
IIAccording to Mrs. Luciel Ball, former mill employee. intervjcwcd August 2, 1985.
16Floy Crandall Hodge, Fannin County's Pioneer Families, p. 41.

"Vol. 110, p. 277, and Vol. 502, p. 282. Fannin County DOT Records.
IISubstitute Trustee's Deed Vol. 520, p. 74, Fannin County Deed Records.
,oBilI of Sale Vol. 3, p. 119; Yol. 545. p, 657, Fannin County Deed Records.

zOVol. 574, p. 295, Fannin County Deed Records.
21yO!. 590, p. 379, Fannin County Deed Records.
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THE DISINTEGRATION OF AN ARMY:
CONFEDERATE FORCES IN TEXAS, APRIL-JUNE, 1865
by William W. White

Even though Texas remained virtually untouched by Union incursions during the American Civil War, by late 1864 war weariness had
spread throughout the state among citizens and soldiers alike. As reports
of Union successes by Generals Ulysses S. Grant and William T. Sherman arrived, a gathering pall of gloom gripped the state.
In early 1865, as the South moved despairingly toward defeat, letter
writing and the keeping of diaries in Texas declined. Newspapers stopped
publishing, or published only sporadically. Also the preservation of
military records faltered, especially with respect to Confederate forces.
Thus, only from fragmentary sources can we reconstruct events of the
last days of Texas in the Confederacy.
By early March 1865, signs of uncertainty and defeatism increased.
A noted diarist of the war, Sergeant William W. Heartsill, revealed in
his March 13 entry, written at Camp Waverly. Texas, north of Houston,
conflicting feelings about the situation. He wrote this resolution to present
to the men of his regiment:
Whereas: From all the information we receive the dark cloud of
subjugation is lowering upon our just and holy cause east of the
Mississippi, ... and some faint hearts are ready to yield, therefore
be it resolved; that we will fight the incarnate fiend, so long as we
have an organized force, and a kind Providence will give us the strength
and power to wield a sword or aim a rifle. And we do furthermore
VOLUNTEER to cross to the east side of the Mississippi, and fly to
the rescue of our noble brothers who have stood the shock of terrible
battle for these three and a half years. [30 signed; 31 refused]l

In Austin an editor noted that "Early in the Spring of 1865, the masses
realized that the end was near at hand. Now and then a soldier would
return home and his quiet predictions as to the outcome were circulated. "2
Soldier Paul C. Boethal recalled in his memoirs that early in 1865
his company, in camp near Brenham,
... waited out the war. As the end neared, doing what they had done
for "nearly twelve months, that is, sit on their tails in some camp, the
men began to break their fine record of discipline. Arrests were
frequent; commitments to the guard house at Houston became
common. 3

General X.B. DeBray wrote of the march of his command from Louisiana
to Hempstead, Texas, where the unit arrived in late March of 1865.
"There," he recorded. "days of gloom and despondency came on US."4

Wi/Ham W. White. a retired professor of history at Texas Lutheran CoJJege. lives in Seguin,
Texas.
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Notice of General Robert E. Lee's surrender at Appomattox reached
Texas on April 20. Initial reaction to this shocking news revealed a further weakening of morale and resolve. But the prospect of impending
defeat rallied many to a posture of defiance.
Defiance and hopes for the successful defense of Texas were expressed
in various ways: calls for resistance by Confederate commanders at military
unit assemblies, impassioned speeches by civilian and military leaders at
public mass meetings, and in letters, diaries, and the press. Ringing appeals
for action echoed deep feelings about the war and its meaning. The rhetoric
of "the Lost Cause" had begun.
General Edmund Kirby Smith, commander of the Trans-Mississippi
Department with headquarters in Shreveport, Louisiana, directed a stirring
appeal to his men on April 21. "With you rests the hopes of our nation,"
he wrote, "and upon your action depends the fate of our people ... You
possess the means of long resisting invasion."5
Similarly General John B. Magruder, commanding in Texas, sought
to arouse his troops and the people in a long general order issued on April
23. He noted:
The enemy threatens invasIon of the State. Let him be met with
unanimity and Spartan courage, and he will be unsuccessful, as
he has been in Texas. Let him be met at the water's edge, and let
him pay dearly for every inch of territory he may acquire. . .
There is no reason for despondency, and if the people of Texas
will it, they can successfully defend their territory for an indefinite
period. 6

On the same day General Magruder addressed a large public gathering
in Houston. He stressed the advantages Texas offered for continuing the
war: "Come what may," he said, "I shall stand by my country, and I
will never be a slave to Yankee power. I had rather be a Commanche Indian chief than bow the knee to Yankeedom." Holding out hope for aid
from Mexico, Magruder concluded: "Stand by your leaders and all will
be well." The press indicated that the crowd gave three rousing cheers
for Magruder. 7
When Colonel Ashbel Smith, commanding the defenses of Galveston,
heard of Lee's surrender he issued an encouraging order to the troops.
"Be of good cheer," he wrote, "there is life in the Old Land yet. . .
There is nothing in the news received this day of our misfortunes in
Virginia, which should dampen our ardor:' S
On April 25, J .E. Harrison~ encamped near Houston, wrote to
Colonel Guy M. Bryan lamenting the death of General John A. Wharton,
and the recent disasters east of the Mississippi River: "Yet all is not lost.
... If the people will turn out, they have the means of resisting successfully
for an indefinite period. But will they do it? I fear not."9
General Magruder, still confident of success in defending Texas,
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nevertheless showed anxiety in his letter of April 28 to General Kirby Smith.
He informed his superior that
Some desertions have taken place from several of the corps under my
command, ... but as yet the disposition of the army, as far as I have
been able to judge, is one of proud and patriotic defiance. The citizens
of Texas. too, particularly in this part of the country, present a front
of determined opposition and indicate unmistakably a purpose to put
down croakers and disaffected men in their midst. 10

All the positive hurrahs notwithstanding, morale wained. By May 4
the weakening morale led General Magruder to issue a stirring communication to the people and to his men. Referring to news of General Joseph
E. Johnston's surrender in North Carolina he stated:
Citizens, encourage by your patriotic example your noble Texan
soldiers in performing their duty! Soldiers stand by your venerated
and illustrous [sic] President in his misfortunes, and above all pre~
sent to your foe a united, firm, and defiant front. ... Come what
may we will thus be true to our colors and to the interests of the great
State of Texas. We are not whipped, and no matter what events may
transpire elsewhere, recollect that we never will be whipped. 11
j

Nonetheless, fears and doubts mounted. General Henry E.
McCulloch, writing from Bonham in north central Texas to Colonel Guy
M. Bryan, seemed even more depressed. On May 3 McCulloch wrote:
This is indeed a dark hour to our ... bleeding country but I have
not lost confidence yet. God never will permit us to become the slaves
of the Yankee hordes. No, never, never, and 1 shall fight on with a
steady hand and strong heart until the last vestige of hope shall be
swept away and then in the last struggle of my Country seek a soldier's
grave. 12

General Magruder continued to make public appearances in an attempt to boost soldier and civilian morale. While inspecting work on
fortifications and entrenchments at Galveston on May 11 he escalated the
fervor of his rhetoric:
With my own hands ... , in the hot sun, I will take the spade
and work hard, for my whole heart and interest are enlisted in the
cause, and if we are to be overrun I do not wish to survive subjugation. No terms will ever do short of independence. To preserve our
freedom we should be prepared to lose all, even life itself, ... rather
than submit to a foe so base, so grasping, so depraved, and so devoid
of all that constitutes a respectable people. l l

Mass meetings of citizens in late April and early May rallied a fighting
spirit. At the meetings public officials, prominent citizens, and military
leaders spoke to large crowds. Trying to bolster morale, they wrote resolutions of defiance and acquired signatures from those present. Citizens in
Houston, Galveston, San Antonio, and Austin were the most ardent in
holding gatherings to promote morale. 14
By mid-May, however, public resistance meetings declined in number.
Now proclamations gave way to silence. and reports from military units
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took on a tone of helplessness. On May 15 Sergeant Heartsill wrote in
his diary concerning deterioration of the army's morale:
All kinds of rumors, and excitement intense. The men can be seen
in squads and crowds, talking and speculating over the news; some
are rejoicing to think the war so near over; while others would rather
see it last for years upon years. than to see it close in the manner now
threatening us.

Two days later Heartsill noted dejectedly: "We have news that Genl
Dick Taylor with the Mississippi Army has surrendered.... Now the Army
of the Trans-Mississippi is all that is left of the once proud defiant Army
of the Confederacy." On May 19 he recorded that 105 men at his camp
had deserted the previous night. 1
j

The middle of May marked a turning away from defiance and a rush
toward disintegration for Confederate forces in Texas. Morale seemed to
plummet between May 15 and May 20. Then, in the last days of May,
the "break-up" began - and ended.
On May 15 General Hamilton P. Bee wrote to Colonel Guy M. Bryan:
Our situation seems, to me, to be desperate as there is not much fight
in the army - and less in the people. The few of us who intend to
stay in the front will be sacrificed.... We can make a fight that will
complete the brilliant record of Texas in history ... but it is folly
to try and convince ourselves that the people will stand. 16

Likewise General Magruder's letter to General Kirby Smith on May
16 was devoid of hope. He reported the recent mutiny of 400 troops at
Galveston. Also he advised that General Maxey believed that his division
could not be depended upon to resist, and that Walker's and Forney's
divisions would no longer fight. Magruder continued:
The officers and men insist upon dividing the property before the surrender, and I think it ought to be done.... T have exerted myself
more than I ever did to instill a spirit of resistance into the men, but
in vain .... Nothing more can be done except to satisfy the soldiers,
to induce them to preserve their organization, and to send them in
regiments, &c. to their homes with as little damage to the community
as possible. For God's sake act or let me act. 1 ,

Rumors of peace kept surfacing as the situation deteriorated. Paul
C. Boethal wrote in his memoirs that
... finally on May 17th, when news of the end of the war was received
[a false report], the company really went on a bender - the orderly
sergeant penned it neatly in the Morning Report: 'Whole company
drunk, raving drunk, except Cpl. Leo Andre.'

Later sobered somewhat, the company marched to Houston, and on May
22, disbanded. They were "Told to go home," Boethal wrote, "And home
they went. "18
At Shreveport General Kirby Smith announced on May 18 that he
would move his headquarters to Houston where he intended to take drastic
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measures to continue resistance. His journey across Texas began on May
20 but was slowed by roads crowded with homeward bound and often
riotous troops. Finally reaching Houston on May 27, Kirby Smith found
nothing to command. His week-long trip had coincided with the breakup of his army.19
Kirby Smith's sense of frustration and despair as he traveled the road
to Houston was also felt by his men as their units dissolved, mainly between
May 19-27. Each soldier must have had his own moment of truth and
realization of defeat. For Sergeant Heartsill this moment came on May
20 when he closed his diary on the 1,491st day of military service. That
morning ammunition supplies were issued to the men, and they were
ordered to go home. Each company was to return to the county where
it was organized, staying together enroute for protection against robbers.
Thus dismissed, Heartsill gave vent to his feelings which must have been
representative of those of many others:
So our bright dream is or'e, our country is subjugated, our armies
are scattered to the 'Four winds of the Heavens,' our cause is lost! Lost!
LOST!!! My heart swells, my lip quivers, my tongue refuses to give
utterance, the very depths of my soul is stirred up; yes I could fall down
in the dust and weep over our great misfortunes, our great calamities. 20

The final dissolution of army units in the countryside got underway
May 19. The break-up of military units in the cities began in Galveston
on May 21. By May 30 the Confederate forces in Texas had disbanded.
When General Kirby Smith signed the surrender terms at Galveston on
June 2 there was little in Texas but a few bits of government property
to surrender. The army had gone home.
On May 21 General Magruder ordered Colonel Ashbel Smith to
evacuate Galveston the next day. But before the planned withdrawal could
begin the troops rioted and seized transportation, quartermaster, commissary, and ordnance stores. The men, whose pay was in arrears from
one to two years, thought they had a just claim to the government property. Rioting and looting cantin ued in Galveston until May 23. 21
May 23 was also a big day in Houston. When soldiers there disbanded,
they confiscated government property. From 8:00 a.m. until noon an
estimated 2,000 to 3,000 soldiers, joined by men, women, and children,
marched on government supply buildings. Pistols, muskets, and ammunition were seized. At the clothing bureau blankets, bolts of cloth, and
clothing were parceled out to the mob. Shoes, leather, and such diverse
items as mule whips fell into greedy hands. A witness who fled the city
reported that by mid-morning "The whole thing is busted up . . . . The
soldiers have laid down their arms and want to go home, the war is over. "
Another observer recorded that chaos and confusion reigned and that he
saw such odd things as mounted soldiers riding up and down the streets
trailing opened bolts of cloth behind them. Ordnance and commissary
stores were "all gutted," he wrote.
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Troops arriving in Houston from Galveston on May 23 were angry
because there was little loot left for them. Threatening to wreck the town,
they were mollified by citizens who produced some of their booty and
gave it to the latecomers. It took several days for order to be restored.
Fortunately there was little personal violence in the Houston riot, and
private property was generally respected. 22 The editor of the La Grange
Patriot noted the outcome of the Houston affair for the soldiers:
We infer from ... accounts, that, though badly clad during the
progress of the war, they ought to be pretty well clad now, and they
have at least obtained some slight indemnity for the privations of the
past. Private property ... was, in the main respected, though some
little irregularities were indulged. 23

Large scale rioting and looting by soldiers and civilians also occurred
in other cities, especially in Austin, Brownsville, and San Antonio. 24 Towns
reporting similar incidents included Clarksville, Crockett, Gonzales,
Henderson, and La Grange. La Grange suffered the most. The principal
incidents took place on May 22-24 when the three-day loss of property
to looters was estimated at $20,000 to $30,000. A band of cavalrymen
from Walker's Division took as much government property as possible
on May 22. Reason seemed to desert these men when they totally
demolished the Hat Factory, taking about 2,500 hats. 25 Presumably each
soldier left La Grange wearing a fancy new head piece.
By the end of June 1865, reports of soldiers returning home declined,
giving way to accounts of jayhawking and general lawlessness no longer
directly connected with former soldiers. Now veterans, these men, one
by one, had accepted defeat and the end of the war. Perhaps it was fitting
that the commanding general of the Trans-Mississippi Department was
among the last to accept the personal agony of defeat. This day of
reckoning came to Edmund Kirby Smith at Houston on May 30, 1865.
That day he wrote two fateful messages.
In the first, Kirby Smith admitted defeat to the Union commander
at Shreveport. "The department is now open to occupation by your
government. The citizen and soldier alike, weary of war, are ready to accept
the authority and yield obedience to the laws of the United States. "26
In the second message the general acknowledged defeat to the soldiers
of the Trans-Mississippi Department. It read:
I reached here to find the Texas troops disbanded and hastening to
their homes. They had forsaken their colors and their commanders;
had abandoned the cause for which we were struggling, and
appropriated the public property to their personal use.
Soldiers, I am left a commander without an army - a General
without troops. You have made your choice. It was unwise and
unpatriotic, but it is final. You have voluntarily destroyed your
organizations, and thrown away all means of resistance.
Your present duty is plain. Return to your families. Resume the
occupations of peace. Yield obedience to the laws. Labor to restore
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order. Strive both by counsel and example to give security to life and
property. And may God in his mercy direct you aright, and heal the
wounds of our distracted country. 2 7

The Trans-Mississippi Army had disintegrated by May 30. A threeweek delay ensued before the Union General Gordon Granger arrived at
Galveston with occupation forces. Then came a hectic summer: ex-soldiers
scrambled to designated centers for paroles and to take amnesty oaths;
federal efforts to recover Confederate government property were near
hopeless; and attempts to stamp out widespread lawlessness largely were
unsuccessful.
Uncertainty and the pains of defeat lingered into the long years of
Reconstruction. In Texas there was an abundance of blame to assign to
the Confederate government, to General Kirby Smith and other leaders,
and to the soldiers for the failure of the Trans-Mississippi Department
to continue the war. Reasons why the people of Texas and the army
accepted defeat included war weariness, economic discontent, and elusive
emotional/psychological factors.
For four years the people and the soldiers in Texas resisted and held
on with courage. Somehow, with uncertain information, poor communications, news of the earlier surrenders in the East, and the fall of the Confederate government, the people and the soldiers came to an understanding: the war was over, the cause was lost. And in quick order between
April and June 1865, Confederate forces and the people of Texas moved
from defiance to disintegration.
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A JOHNNY REB IN SIBLEY'S NEW MEXICO CAMPAIGN;
REMINISCENCES OF PVT. HENRY C. WRIGHT, 1861-1862
Part III
Edited by Michael L. Tate

Private Henry C. Wright's arrival in EI Paso during July 1862 came
several weeks too late. Confederate troops had withdrawn from the TransPecos region of Texas and the town lay defenseless before the expected
arrival of Union troops. Facing the possibility of recapture by these forces,
Wright joined a small party of men attempting to reach San Antonio. This
final portion of his reminiscences conveys the danger of that harrowing
trip which almost cost the author his life. Here we follow Wright across
the Apache-controlled desert lands of West Texas, to the hospitality of
farm families of the Hill Country, and finally to his joyous reunion with
family members at Moscow, Texas. This marked the end of his role in
the New Mexico campaign and the beginning of his participation in the
more glorious Louisiana campaign a year later.

******
At Mesilla I found only a small troop of men, forming the rear of
our army, and they were preparing to leave at any time should the Federals
advance. I remained there several days and then we all moved down to
EI Paso, some thirty miles below. At this place we found a disorderly lot
of men, formed of sick and wounded from the hospital. Also many attendants who had waited on them, and a good many stragglers of one
kind and another, but all anxious to get away, but with no means to cross
the plains. The main body of troops had long since gone, and so had the
ones who had come from the hospital in Santa Fe. For a while I did not
know what to do. At last a gentleman told me he had just heard that a
certain Judge Hart,44 who had a mill on the river some few miles above
the city, was preparing to flee from the approaching enemy and with a
large train of well equipped wagons proposed to attempt to reach San
Antonio over what was called the "Overland Stage Coach Route," now
but little used on account of the number of Indians who infested that portion of the country. He, it seems, reasoned thusly: That the Indians would
be watching along the lower route trying to pick off straggling men or
stock, and he judged the grass would be much more plentiful as no stock
had lately passed that way: while on the other, both water and grass was
almost completely gone. 4~ I hurried back to his place to see what I could
do. He told me that he had all the help he needed with the exception of
a trusty man to herd the mules. He intended to travel at night and camp
in the day time. He said he would give me twenty dollars a month. I told
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him I wanted no wages, only my passage, but he refused to take me except
on his own terms. So, of course, I gladly consented. Hasty preparations
for departure were made, for the Federals were daily expected, and the
Judge was aware should they capture him, his life would pay the forfeit,
on account of some very shady transaction.
Many were the envious looks and remarks of the men I was leaving
behind, at what they called my good luck at getting off. Had they only
known it, the most of them were destined to reach their homes long in
advance of me. We started in high hopes of getting through in two weeks.
It took nearly six. The road at first was good though rough, but when
we struck the sand hills, it was slow progress we made. Some of those
sand dunes were strange and curious to me, they were hundreds of feet
in height. and covered many acres of ground, and yet, perhaps in a few
days would shift a mile away from their former position. The sand was
so loose that one could not climb but a very few feet before becoming
exhausted and slipping back to the hard earth. We only encountered two
or three of them, but I was told they were quite numerous. One thing
seemed strange to me, and that was that in drifting from place to place
they did not fill up the numerous great ravines that intervened. Once I
remember nearly all night we travelled, only to find that the camp of the
day before was not over a thousand yards away, and yet, even an Indian
could not get from one camp to the other save by the road we came.
The days were hot and sultry. but the nights were delightfully cool.
We would start in the morning about two o'clock and drive until eight.
then stop and turn out the mules to graze. It was my business to herd
them. When breakfast was cooked, I would be called in to eat. Afterwards
all hands would go to sleep except me and I would go back out in the
hot sun to guard the mules. About 3 P.M. the cooks would get dinner
ready, and about 4 o'clock we would hitch up and start, drive until about
11 and then camp. At 2 we would start again.
One night, the trail ran over a hard rocky road and plainly before
us was the track of a four horse vehicle. We supposed it was some daring
party who was pushing on to Texas regardless of danger, and we wondered
greatly who they could be. We drove faster and faster that night, hoping
to overtake them. The morning light disclosed to our guide that the track
had been made by the last overland stage that passed that way two years
before. No rain had fallen and the marks were as distinct as though made
the day before we saw them.
I was then doing a very foolish thing which resulted very seriously
for me. They had furnished me with a good riding horse. it was a small
mare that the mules were very fond of and would follow anywhere, so
I very foolishly thought it incumbent on me when we were travelling to
ride at the head of the train. Now that only gave me about 2 hours to
sleep, for the camp never quieted down until after II, and by 1 we were
up and getting ready to start at 2. My place should have been to sleep
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in one of the wagons while travelling, as I had to be up all the day. but
no one spoke to me about it and I was so well and strong I did not think
anything could hurt me. I did this for some two or three weeks, and then
suddenly without any warning dropped off my horse with a sunstroke.
I must have been delirious first for the men told me afterwards that I had
been riding up and down the line with my gun looking for Judge Hart.
That I was accusing him of wanting to leave me up there with the Indians.
and I was determined to kill him. We were crossing the Pecos River and
they said I fell off my horse into the water. (We had travelled until nearly
noon that day to reach the river). They put me in a wagon, but I knew
nothing of it. That night wben we camped they said I seemed rational and
made my pallet as usual under a tree, but in the morning when they roused
to start I was gone. They searched the camp and its surroundings until
daylight in vain. Then Judge Hart, who was a cold blooded old despot,
ordered them to move on. He said he would be delayed no longer by a
damn fool soldier, but there were some kinder hearts in that camp. A white
man. a mexican and a negro - All honor to their memory - I never knew
their names and, excepting the mexican, never met them. They declared
they would find me alive or dead. Governor Baylor of Arizona 46 was
sending a fine pair of horses down in care of that negro, and he retained
the horses and buggy to carry me, should I be found. They hunted for
me faithfully and about 9 A.M. found me about a mile and a half from
the camp. I was up on the side of a mountain, standing bareheaded and
barefooted, holding on to the trunk of a little tree. I greeted them with
"Where are you going boys? Stop a little while and have some breakfast
with me." They said I was too weak to walk, but they carried me down
to the buggy and drove the fifteen miles to the next camp in a hurry,
expecting I would die on the way. They had two canteens of water and
I drank all that and wanted more. From that time I rode in the wagon
until we reached Fort Mason,47 but knew nothing of the occurrences on
the way. They said afterwards that I ate nothing, refused to take any
medicine and only craved water all the time.
When we reached Fort Mason, they made arrangements with a Judge
Greenwood 48 to leave me at this house. They made up a purse of $50.00
and left with him for me, and the train went on. There was a doctor there
who camc at once and pronounced it a bad attack of brain fcYcr, but he
could do nothing for me. I raved for 10 days and nights but would not
touch a drop of medicine of any kind. At last the fever left me. but I was
still delirious. Strange to say, I knew nothing of what really happened
in all those weeks, but the vagaries of my mind. and the dreams and visions
I saw were fresh and vigorous and I still remember them all. I will relate
one or two of them to show how strange they were. The house where I
was staying was a roomy building of logs and lumber, a very comfortable
farm house. There was a wide passage through the center, and a wide
gallery in front. My bed was on this porch, and I lay there and looked
up at the bare rafters above day after day, and yet my mind was far away
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in other regions. Now and then I would come back to realization of where
I was, but always with a shock of surprise to find myself there, and a
disappointed and saddened heart to know that all had been a dream. These
lucid moments would last but a little while, and again I would be gone.
Once I seemed to be in a great battle in Virginia. It seemed that our side
was victorious and the enemy retreating. I was standing beside a large tree
when a general officer in Federal uniform dashed up to me. (I heard afterwards that it was General McClennan).49 I called to him to surrender, but
he refused and fired point blank at me with his pistol, but missed me.
I was armed with a shotgun and fired, killing both him and his horse.
r took his sabre and pistol and then suddenly came at least partially to
my senses. I lay there and pondered - Why here I am at Fort Mason,
I never was in Virginia in my life, but still the feeling remained, and with
the cunning of a half crazed mind I called to Mrs. Greenwood who was
passing, "Oh Mrs. Greenwood, where is that pistol and sabre?" She replied
"There is no sabre here, and no pistol only the Judge's and he has gone
out on the range." "Oh!" I said, "I thought there was," and I lay back
and went to sleep.
Again at another time I had a delightful and interesting vision. I
seemed to be lying on my bed, when a beautiful pair of iron grey horses
drawing a very fine carriage, drove up to the gate. A lady stepped out,
said something to the colored driver, and then came on up the walk to
the house. "Are you the sick soldier who is staying here?" she said. "Yes
mam" I replied. "Where are the folks?" she continued. "Are you here
all alone?" "Yes mam" 1 said, "I don't know where they are." "Well,
well, that is too bad, they are neglecting you shamefully, you should be
over at my house, I would take better care of you. Suppose you go home
with me any how. I will leave a note to Mrs. Greenwood, and I don't
suppose they would care much any how." "Ohl" I said, "I would be
delighted to go with you." So she wrote a note and left it pinned to the
pillow. Then she helped me walk down to the carriage. We drove, it seemed
to me, about a mile directly down the road and came to a beautiful great
white house that loomed up like a palace. A broad flight of stone steps
led up the main entrance, and there we were met and greeted by a lovely
little girl ten or twelve years old. "Oh! Mama" she said, "Have you
brought the sick soldier home to stay, and may I nurse him?" "Yes" her
mama said "You may if you will be very good and attentive to him."
"I surely will" the child replied and, taking my hand "Come with me
and I will show you your room." We walked through a long hall and out
on a gallery to what formed an L to the building. She opened a door into
a lovely room where a large bed with snow white sheets and pillows looked
very inviting, and out of a wide open window r could see a wonderful
garden. It seemed to me that fruit from every c1imet on earth was growing in that one space of about an acre. Apples, pears, peaches, plums,
oranges, lemons, pineapples and bananas and many other kinds were all
growing side by side. I lay down on the bed. "Ohf the beautiful fruit"
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I exclaimed, "1 want some of it all." "You shall have all you want" my
little nurse cried, and she ran out to the garden but soon returned with
her apron full of the most delicious peaches. pears and grapes. Now I
thought I must put them out of sight from the lady of the house, because
she might not think it best for me to eat them, so I turned down one of
the bed sheets and put all the fruit in between the sheets to hide them,
and thinking I heard her coming I closed my eyes and pretended I was
asleep. When I opened my eyes again I was looking up at the old rafters
at Judge Greenwood's house. Oh! I thought, how did I get back here.
Is it possible I have been dreaming again? I could not realize it, so I lay
there until Mrs. Greenwooq came by. "Mrs. Greenwood" I asked, "Who
lives in that large white house just over the hill about a mile from here?"
She looked up astonished. "Why there is no house in that direction for
a hundred miles" she said, "And no painted house anywhere in this country. What put such a notion in your head?" "I don't know" I muttered.
"I just thought there was," and I lay down again to think and think and
think.
I remained at Judge Greenwood's nearly, or quite, a month. My
appetite had failed entirely during my sickness; in fact, I was told that
for ten or more days 1 did not eat a bite of anything. After that a few
spoonfuls of coffee and part of a biscuit satisfied me. But soon I began
eating more and after a couple of weeks I was able to stagger to the table.
Very soon my appetite became so ravenous that I could not eat enough
to appease it. I longed for meal time to come, and though there were a
lot of hearty wheat threshers at the table, yet they would all be through
and gone before I would quit and then I quit for very shame. Mrs. Greenwood set a bountiful table, and among other things always had broiled
cheese. Seeing I enjoyed it so much, one day she asked me if I liked
uncooked cheese. I said, "Indeed I do." Then she replied, "On the beams
over your head are several cheeses. If you feel like it between meals just
help yourself." As soon as I left the table I reached up and found three
cheeses. They were about 10 inches long. 8 wide, and 2 thick. I ate all
three of them before I left there except part of the last one, and that was
packed with a lunch I carried with me. I left those good people with a
heart full of gratitude for their kindness. I was still so weak I could hardly walk, but they furnished me with a horse and a companion who was

to bring him back. It was 40 miles to Fredericksburg SO and took us two
days to make the journey as I was very weak. We stayed all night at a
German's house who treated us kindly, but refused to charge us for our
lodging. At Fredericksburg the hotel keeper did the same; also the driver
of the coach to San Antonio gave me a free ride. It was in the month of
August, yet the hotel cook served up a dish of fresh pork of which I ate
very heartily both night and morning. The consequence was I had a terrible attack of diarrhea and I feared I would not be able to travel. Fortunately there was no other passenger and the driver was very considerate
and kind. I kept getting worse all the time and we had to stop every mile
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or two. I was growing weaker rapidly and the driver told me afterwards
that he was afraid I would die before reaching San Antonio. We came
to the Guadalupe river, a beautiful, clear running steam, and the driver
said, "I always take a bath here when I have no lady passengers, and I
believe a bath would help you." I crawled out more dead than alive, and
got into the water. Never before or since have I had a more pleasant experience. I lay in the water laved by the current and all care, sickness,
and fears passed away from me. I think I stayed in there at least half an
hour until the driver insisted on my coming out. It was like a miracle!
I was well! My bowels did not move again until I reached the city. I learned a lesson then of the virtues of water that has helped me through a long
life and saved me from pain, sickness, and expense. In San Antonio 1 met
myoid Colonel, now promoted to be Brigadier General, Hardaman. 51 He
greeted me warmly and offered to take me to his ranch some thirty miles
away to stay until I was fully recovered; but I was anxious to reach home
and see my mother. True, I had written to her from Fort Mason and she
knew I was out of the hands of the Yankees, but the mails were very irregular, and I did not know if she had heard from me or not. Telling Col.
Hardaman of this, he managed to procure me a little mule from the
Quartermaster, and mounted on this animal, I started for home. I had
no saddle, but ten miles from the city camped on Cibula. 52 I expected to
find a company of boys from Huntsville, and thought they would help
me out - and so they did. They gave me an old saddle, a pair of blankets,
a canteen, a haversack, and a pair of spurs; also a hearty welcome and
a cheery good bye. Leaving these good friends I mounted my mule and
started for home. I had company coming out from San Antonio to the
camp, and Mr. Mule traveled very well; but, alas, I found that going by
himself he was the worst stiff legged nuisance I ever bestrode. Spur and
whip as r would, he moved like a snail; and it was long after noon before
I reached the place where the McGees lived whom I had visited with my
friend, John Clark. It was so long since I had met with any white ladies
that I was homesick and lonesome. True, I had been treated very kindly,
but everywhere were strangers, and I longed to see some whom I had met
before. At last worn and weary I rode up to the gate of the McGee [house]
and called, "Halloa!" Mrs. Mc came to the door followed by a lot of
children. "Can I stay here tonight?" I asked, although it was but a little
after noon. "Who are you?" she asked. "A sick soldier" I answered.
"Well, come in" she coldly replied. I climbed slowly off my donkey and
staggered toward the house. "Who is it mamma?" I heard the children
say. "I don't know." was the reply, and weak and worn as I was I felt
heart-sick to feel I was not welcome. I had nearly reached the door when
suddenly her face lighted up. "Oh!" she said, "I believe it is Mr. Wright."
She sprang forward and grasped both my hands, "0, I am so glad to see
you." The children all joined in with their shouts of welcome, and led
me into the house where their father was. "Me. Wright's come, Me.
Wright's come." Mr. McGee gave me a warm welcome, and my heart
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felt as light as a feather. They told me that John Clark had reached home
in safety t but they had heard that I was dead. These kind friends tried
to keep me a few days, but I was anxious to see my mother and the kindness I met here gave me strength to go on. I had an army canteen that
held exactly a quart and a gill. Mrs. McGee filled this with sweet milk
for me when I started. The little old mule was so slow and stubborn and
I was so weak that about 10 miles was about all I could manage by the
middle of the day, and then some kind man or woman where I stopped
for dinner would insist on my remaining until the next morning, which
I would gladly do. Now it seems almost incredible but it is true that one
day in going those ten miles I stopped 5 times at various places and had
my canteen filled with sweet milk besides having it full when I started in
the morning. Lumps of butter as large as the end of my thumb would
form with the jolting of the milk, but it was all good to me, and I would
drink and drink and crave more all the time. Of late days I have read much
of the wonderful cures made by drinking sweet milk in great quantities,
and can realize now why it was the enormous quantity I drank did not
injure me, buts on the contrary, I grew stronger day by day. At Gonzales H
as we went out I had made the acquaintance of some young ladies who
were very nice to the soldier boys, and now I was looking forward to
meeting them again. The last day before reaching that place a hack passed
me on the road, and I spurred after it, for the mule traveled well in company with anything. He would have loped for hours to keep up with a
companion. So for some 15 miles I rode along merrily and reached the
town about dark. But, Dh! it was a job to get that donkey the few blocks
from where the hack stopped to where my friends lived. There I found
a royal welcome, and had it not been for my mother at home I might have
been there yet. But I pulled myself away the next morning t and about a
mile from town came to a fork in the road where a lot of Mexican carts
with their drivers had stopped. A very fine looking man, the leader of
the train met me. "Senor" he said, "Which is the road to La Grange?"S4
I told him the left hand one, and that I was going that way. All at once
he cried out, "Senor, don't you know me? I am the man that found you
lost in the mountains when you wandered away from the train. He grasped
my hands and seemed delighted to see me, and I surely was to see him.
He then .invited me to ride in one of the carts as far as La Grange some
forty or fifty miles. But I had an idea that would be beneath my dignity
so bade him farewell and spurred on. But spur as I would t every rising
hill showed me those carts with their quick stepping little oxen only a short
distance behind, and at last when quite exhausted I stopped, tied the mule
to graze and lay down under the shade of a tree. It was not ten minutes
before they also were there. "Well, Senor," said my friend, "Here we
stay for dinner. You have some coffee with llS." After a hearty dinner
with real coffee he said to me, "I make you a nice bed in my wagon and
take good care of your mule if you ride with me." I gladly consented and
from there to La Grange was treated like a king. Tho we never met again,
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the memory of that man's kindness makes me feel better toward all his
race. Camped near La Grange a hack passed us containing an old
gentleman, a large, fat driver, and a sick soldier. They questioned me as
to where [ was going. The old gentleman, a Mr. Armstrong, told me he
was taking his sick son home. and tho he had no room for me in the hack,
he would carry my luggage, and as my mule would travel well in company, I would go with them to his home, some ten miles from Brenham,5S
and there remain as long as I wished. This suited me, so bidding my Mexican friend a grateful farewell, we started, and camping out one night the
next day reached Mr. Armstrong's home where we were gladly welcomed.
I was pretty nearly fagged out by this time and was perfectly willing to
rest a while. I remained with those good peoplea full week and can never
forget their kindness. After the war was over. I wrote to them, but never
got a reply. A young man named Patrick stopped over night the day before
I left and finding he was on his [way] to Huntsville which was my next
objective point, I decided to go with him. Bidding the Armstrongs good
bye with mutual expressions of good will, we started on our way. I had
by this time so far recovered my strength that it did not worry me to ride,
and my mule trotted along easily by my companion's horse. Nothing of
importance occurred on our way. I think it was a three days ride. At last
we reached Huntsville, and I went right up to Col. Grant's where I was
certain of a welcome. Mr. Patrick went with me and was made to feel
like an old friend. There were three young ladies there, who were dear
friends to me and mine. One of them afterwards agreed to go with me
through life's journey, and for fifty-six years we have traveled side by
side. But at that time we had no thought of such a thing, and they were
all equally dear friends. I am told at that time my appearance was far
from prepossessing. Emaciated in body, my hair which had been closely
shorn and nor almost all had come out must have made me indeed lool,c
odd. But my spirits were not at all depressed, and I felt that I was still
worth many dead men. After a day or two resting, I started on the home
stretch for Moscow, some 50 miles away. Patrick still accompanied me,
and I will here say that he remained in Polk County until he had an opportunity of joining our Company when he enlisted and made a good
soldier until the close of the war. We reached Moscow the evening of the
second day. My friends greeted me with enthusiasm, but I, could not tarry
with them but hastened out to the little home where my dear ones were
longing for but not expected to see me. What a meeting that was when
clasped in my mother's arms and surrounded by the rest of the family
I felt that all was welL Vie knelt in prayer and my father's voice rose in
fervid thanks to the giver of all good that He had brought us all together
in peace. After the first congratulations were over, 1 started to walk out
around the yard to see how things looked after a year of absence. Mother
called to me to be careful for I had left a young bull dog at home when
I left, and she said he had become very fierce and was dangerous. Of course
she thought he had forgotten me. I had a peculiar whistle with which I
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always called him, so I stepped to the back door and gave it. In a moment
I heard him coming, and almost delirious with joy he rushed around the
house and overwhelmed me with his caress. I could hardly get away from
him, and as long as I remained at home he dogged my footsteps
everywhere. And now commenced a couple of months of almost unbroken
pleasure, ended at last by the sickness of my father who had long been
an invalid, but now rapidly failed, and at last passed away to be with the
Savior he had so long faithfully served. J .T. Poe had reached home nearly
two months ahead of me, and pretty well recovered from the effects of
his wound had made good use of his time, and persuaded my younger
sister to cast in her lot with him in spite of the war. Only a few months
of happiness were granted them, and then the summons came for us to
join our commands, as we had been exchanged. So, mounted again on
good horses, with recovered health and spirits, again we left our home
and loved ones for the thrilling scenes of war. This time we had no foolish
notions that the war was only a frolic and would soon be ended. We now
comprehended its seriousness and knew that many of us would never return
again to our homes.

******
Epilogue
After a brief respite during the summer and fall of 1862, the 4th Regiment Texas Mounted Volunteers resumed active duty, first along the
southeast Texas coast and later in Louisiana. Wright spent part of the
following year as a special courier which allowed him to avoid the dull
routine of camp life and to share good food and even personal servants
with the officers. He also participated in a series of skirmishes along a
line through southern Louisiana from Carencro to Franklin, but he had
been temporarily at home in January 1863 when his regiment assisted in
the celebrated capture of the Union revenue cutter, Harriet Lane, in
Galveston Harbor. ~6
Of greater significance was Wright's participation in blunting the spring
offensive of General Nathaniel P. Banks in 1864. Union strategy directed
25,000 well-trained and well-equipped soldiers to move up the Red River
from Alexandria, Louisiana, and capture as much of northern Louisiana,
southern Arkansas, and eastern Texas as possible. Texas district commander
General John B. Magruder assembled virtually every unit available to him,
including the 4th Regiment and other veterans of the New Mexico campaign. On April 8, 1864 the outnumbered Confederates defeated Banks at
the Battle of Mansfield (Louisiana), and in the process captured 2,500 prisoners, twenty-two cannons, and 150 supply wagons. On the following day
they again engaged in retreating Union force at the Battle of Pleasant Hill.
Once more the rebels could claim victory as Banks was forced to end all
invasion prafts for Texas. The costs were high; the Confederates lost almost
2.500 men, including the 4th Regiment's popular officer, Brigadier General
Tom Green, who was killed at Blair's Landing, Louisiana, on April 12. 57
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Although the 4th Regiment Texas Mounted Volunteers subsequently
were ordered to assist General Sterling Price in Arkansas, Wright spent
only a short time there and engaged in no major battles . .H Instead, he was
transferred to General John A. Wharton's provost guard and followed
it to East Texas after the Confederate withdrawal from Arkansas. He spent
the final months of the war as a courier and saw first-hand the plight of
East Texas families coping with total economic collapse and with entire
military units deserting to rejoin their desperate kinsmen. Wright remained
in service even after General Robert E. Lee's surrender at Appomattox.
He agreed with the efforts of General E. Kirby Smith to delay final surrender of the Trans-Mississippi West Department until the Union offered
concessions. Yet Wright also recognized the futility of further military
resistance and he mustered out of service upon General Smith's formal
surrender on June 2, 1865. 59 Few Civil War soldiers had served so long
a term of service as Henry C. Wright and even fewer Texas veterans had
survived the entire travail from the headwaters of the Rio Grande to the
banks of the Mississippi River.
Wright's subsequent life never achieved the same level of danger that
he had faced in the Civil War, but his next eight decades were exciting
and worthy of public attention. Despite his personal philosophy that each
young man should find a single vocation and stick with it through a
lifetime, Wright held numerous jobs of an unrelated nature. He frequently
changed residences during the 1870s and 18808 as he sought to improve
his economic and social status. Carpentry provided the mainstay of his
income for those years, but he also worked as a land agent, an occupation which carried him by horseback into all sections of Texas.
Even with the numerous relocations and job changes, Wright maintained an apparently happy domestic life throughout this period. In 1866
he married Phoebe Jane Brown of Huntsville and together they raised three
daughters and a son. One of the daughters later became a chiropractor
in San Antonio, a second became a faculty member at the state institute
for the blind in Austin, the third moved to New Yark City, and the son
taught school in the Philippine Islands before returning to Texas and purchasing a farm near Falfurrias. Phoebe Wright's interest in professional
singing was aided by the family's move to Austin in 1898 where she could
secure voice training and appreciative audiences. Her local fame spread
to such an extent that in 1924 she was invited to perform at Carnegie and.
Wannamaker halls in New York City, an offer which she willingly
accepted.
Life in Austin also provided the sense of permanence that had eluded
the family in earlier years. Wright built his own home and maintained
that residence until his death. He took an active role in the Hyde Park
Christian Church, and during the 1920s worked as a night watchman at
the capitol grounds despite his advanced age. Summers were often reserved
for vacation travel, and the mountain locale of Alpine, Texas, became
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one of their favorite spots until Mrs. Wright's death in 1936.
The last newspaper interview with Henry C. Wright appeared in the

Austin American Statesman, on June 9, 1940, which celebrated his attainment of the century mark. Reporter Truman McMahan remarked that
Wright's health seemed exemplary for a one hundred year old man. Despite
a slight problem with rheumatism and the need for reading glasses, he
maintained an active life and the posture of a man half his age. Wright
attributed his longevity to the avoidance of alcohol, tobacco, and modern
medicines. plus a commitment to what he termed "the true Christian way
of life." McMahan further noted that Wright still evidenced an interest
in reading and story telling, as well as a more recently cultivated fascination with baseball and football.
Henry Clay Wright died on October of 1941 at the age of 101. The

Austin American Statesman printed a fairly brief obituary, but titled it
with a large type, readily perceivable headline to catch the eye of even
the most casual reader. Family members from across Texas assembled at
Austin's Oakwood Cemetery and paid final tribute not only to a blood
relative but to a legacy of history - a man whose life spanned the time
from the Civil War to World War 11. 60
NOTES
"Simeon Hart, a New Yorker who was raised in St. Louis, settled at EI Paso in 1848
following service in the Mexican War. Marrying into a prominent Mexican family and
establishing a flour mill which supplied much of the Southwest, he quickly grew in wealth
and social position. Hart furnished goods to Sibley's army and was forced to retreat follow
ing Union occupation of El Paso. He subsequently joined the Confederate Army as a major
and oversaw the crucial Texas cotton trade with Matamoros, Mexico, for badly needed war
materials. After the war he returned to economic and social prominence in El Paso until
his death in 1874. Sonnichsen, Pass of the North, pp. 154-158, 170-172.
M

4lAlthough Wright is not specific on the exact route taken by his party across West Texas,

it generally followed the primitive road used by various mail service companies running between San Antonio, Texas, and San Diego, California, during the 18505. First utilized by
Henry Skillman at the beginning of the decade to transport mail to Santa Fe via £1 Paso,
the unimproved road was taken over in J857 by James Birth who received an annual federal
subsidy of $149,000 to make semi-monthly mail deliveries to San Diego. This so-called
.. Jackass Mail" route followed a series of primitive relay stations across West Texas which
were constructed near military posts along a line through Forts Clark, Hudson, Lancaster,
Davis, and Bliss. Robert Thonhoff, San Antonio Stage Lines, 1847-1881. Southwestern Studies
Monograph No. 29 (E1 Paso, 1971), pp. 14-17.
HJohn Robert Baylor (1822-1894) migrated to Texas in 1839 from his home in Kentucky.
He joined several campaigns against Comanches during the following decade and was elected
to the Texas legislature in 1853. Subsequemly appointed as agent to the Brazos Indian Reservation in Young County, he became involved in a controversy with Indian Superintendent
Robert S. Neighbors which led to Baylor's dismissal. Because of his participation in the
state secession convention and his proven experience as a soldier. he was commissioned as
lieutenant colonel of the Second Regiment Texas Mounted Rifles. By mid-July 1861 his troops
had taken control of the federal military posts throughout West Texas, including Fort Bliss
at El Paso. On August I, 1861 he declared himself governor of the Territory of Arizona
(south of the thirty-fourth parallel), and seven months later dispatched a force under Captain Sherod Hunter to seize Tucson, Continued conflicts with Sibley, failure of the Arizona
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campaign, and official criticism of his harsh Indian policy led to the Confederate government's revocation of his appointment as Arizona territorial governor. Baylor served as a
member of the Confederate Congress from 1863 to the end of the war. Robert Lee Kerby,
The Confederate Invasion of New Mexico and Arizona, 1861-1862 (Los Angeles, 1958), pp,
42-64, 130; Handbook of Texas, I, p. 124.
+7Fort Mason was established on July 6, 1851 by elements of the 2nd U.S. Dragoons
and named for one of the regimental officers, 2nd Lt. George T. Mason, who had been
killed at the beginning of the Mexican War, Situated near the confluence of Comanche Creek
and the Llano River in present Mason County, it served [he dual purpose of protecting the
German settlers of the area and mail coaches along the San Antonio-EI Paso road. Among
the officers who served at Fort Mason during the 1850s and later gained fame in the Civil
War were Robert E. Lee, Albert Sidney Johnston, George Thomas. and Earl Van Dorn.
Occupied by the Confederacy at the beginning of the Civil War, the post was mainly utilized by mobile ranger groups who were pursuing Indians. Reoccupied by federal troops after
the war, it was permanently abandoned in March 1869, but the nearby (Own of Mason survived its abandonment. Frazer, Forts of the West, p. 155; Handbook of Texas. I. p. 629.
uThis is probably William Greenwood who served on the first County Board of Commissioners for Mason County upon its organization in 1858. Both as a town founder and
successful rancher, Greenwood possessed a favorable reputation throughout the area and
his home ("the Block House") was both a hospitable refuge for weary travelers and panicked
settlers who t1ed to its secure walls during Indian troubles. Margaret Bierschwale, "Mason
County Texas, 1845-1870," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, LII (April, 1949), pp. 391-393.
HWright is probably referring to General George B. McClellan who during May and
June, 1862 was involved in the Peninsular Campaign to capture the Confederate capital at
Richmond, Virginia, by attacking through the "hack door" from the southeast. A costly
series of battles resulted in high casualties for both armies, and McClellan was eventually
forced from the Peninsula as the South found new heroes in Robert E. L~. Stonewall Jackson,
and J.E.B. Stuart. T. Harry Williams, Lincoln and His Generals (New York, 1952), pp.
87-115.
)OEstablished in May, 184<i by John O. Meusebach and 120 settlers from New Braunfels.
Fredericksburg stood on the northernmost frontier of the German se[t1ements in Texas.
Meusebach's successful negotiations with Comanche leaders and bountiful harvests aided
the town's growth so that by 1860 it had a population of 1,200. Strong Unionist sentiment
among German colonists of the region resulted in bloody Confederate reprisals during the
Civil War, including the Battle of the Nueces which occurred a hundred miles to the southwest
during the very time that Wright was in the town - August of 1862. Handbook of Texas,
1, pp. 643,684*685, and II, p, 290; Robert W, Shook, "The Battle of the Nueces, August
10, 1862," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, LXVI (July, 1962), pp. 31-42.
II William Polk "Gotch" Hardeman (1816-1898) migrated to Matagorda County from
his Tennessee home in 1835 and immediately joined the revolutionary activities against Mexico.
During the era of the Republic of Texas he participated in frontier service against various
Indians and joined Captain Ben McCulloch's Texas Mounted Volunteers during the Mexican War. In January 1861 he represented Guadalupe County in the Texas Secession Convention and subsequently received command of Co. A, Fourth Regiment Texas Mounted
Volunteers. Slightly wounded in the Battle of Valverde and twice promoted during the New
Mexico campaign, he held the rank of lieutenant colonel at the time Wright met him in San
Antonio, but he also held the rank of brigadier general. After the Civil War Hardeman worked
as a surveyor in Mexico and later was appointed to various state offices in Texas. Hall, Confederate Army of New Mexico, pp. 61-63; Handbook of Texas, I, p. 767.

~lCibolo Creek cuts across portions of Bexar. Cornal, Guadalupe, and Wilson counties
just east of San Antonio. A small town by the same name still exists along the Creek in
Guadalupe County. Handbook of Texas, l, p. 347.
DEstablished in 1925 as capital of Green DeWitt's Colony and named for Rafael Gonzales, governor of Coahuila and Texas, this town suffered several major Indian attacks
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during its early history. The first battle for Texas independence was fought there in October
1835 when the colonists refused to surrender their protective cannon to Mexican
authorities. General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna burned the town during early 1836, but
by the time of the Civil War it had reestablished itself as county seat of Gonzales County.
Handbook of Texas, I, pp. 706-707.
HAlthough its origins extend back to 1819 when Aylett C. Buckner established a nearby
trading post, LaGrange was nor platted and surveyed until 1837. Located along the Colorado RiveT and the La Bahia Road, it grew up as a minOT trading and agricultural center
prior to the Civil War. Arrival of the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas Railroad after the Civil
War helped assure it the role of county seat of Fayette County. Handbook of Texas, II, p. 6.
l
5 Brenham was established as the county seat of Washington County in 1844 and named
for Richard Fox Brenham who had died a year earlier in a Mexican prison after being captured in the unsuccessful Mier Expedition. By the beginning of the Civil War, the town was
a lively trade center, promoting a newspaper, several churches, and a commercial district.
Federal troops occupying the town during Reconstruction faced continued opposition from
the citizens until military rule was ended in 1869. Handbook of Texas, I, PP. 213-214.
16Alwyn Barr, "Texas Coastal Defense, 1861-1865," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, LXV (July, 1961), pp~ 13-19.
57Theophilus Noel, A Campaign from Santa Fe to the Mississippi (Houston, 1961; reprint
of 1865 edition), pp. 115-124; John D. Withers, The Civil \Var in Louisiana (Baton Rouge.
1963), pp. 340-355.
l8Robert E. Shalhope, Sterling Price: Portrait of a Southerner (Columbia, 1971), pp.
263-279.
J9Robert L. Kerby, Kirby Smith's South: The Trans-Mississippi South, 1863-1865 (New
York. 1972), pp. 413-427.
6DAII information on Wright's later life is taken from the following four articles of the
Austin American-Statesman: "Aged Austin Veteran 'Proud' of Wife, 80, Who Thrills Audience of New York with Songs of South," (February 17, 1924); "Celebrates 94th Birthday
with Long Trip," (June 8, 1934); "IOO-Year-Old Austin Man Can't Believe He's Really Lived
for Full Century" (June 9, 1940); "Confederate Veteran Henry Clay Wright, One of Austin's
oldest Residents, Dies at 101," (October 19, 1941). All articles provided by Austin-Travis
Collection of the Austin Public Library.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
The Association held its Spring meeting in Lufkin on February 26-27,
1988. Bob Bowman served as program chair and Ron Hufford handled
local arrangements. Members attended a Friday evening session at the
Texas Forestry Museum and enjoyed a reception at the Kurth House t
courtesy of the Lufkin Chamber of Commerce. All Saturday sessions were
held in the Holiday Inn.
The Fall meeting of the Association will be in Nacogdoches on
September 23-24. Robert Sherer of Wiley College is serving as chairman
of the Program Committee. Other committee members include, Tom NaIl,
Bobby Johnson, and Joe Devine, members of the Department of History
at Stephen F. Austin State University.
The Board of Trustees of the Sam Rayburn Foundation have
announced research grants for scholars to use the Sam Rayburn Library
in Bonham, Texas. Grants for travel and expenses at the Sam Rayburn
Library are available for graduate students and faculty interested in researching the life and times of Sam Rayburn. A two-page research proposal and a proposed budget are required. Applicants should contact H.G.
Dulaney, Director The Sam Rayburn Library, Box 309, Bonham, Texas
75418.
t

The Oral History Association will hold its twenty-third annual meeting
on October 19-22, 1989, in Galveston, Texas. Papers, panel discussions t
media presentations, and workshop sessions are solicited. All subjects concerning oral history are welcome. Each proposal should include the
presenter's vita, plus a two-page typed prospectus with thesis statement t
methodological description, and relevant biographical information. Proposals must be submitted by November 30, 1988 to Michael L. Gillette,
Lyndon Baines Johnson Library and Museum, 2313 Red River, Austin,
TX 78705.
The Panola County Historical and Genealogical Association, a new
organization devoted to all facets of historical preservation and dissemination of genealogical knowledge, was organized in November 1987. The
organization's pilot project is the restoration of the old Panola County
Jail, built in 1891, for use as a historical and genealogical library. The
organization's present library, the Panola County Historical and
Genealogical Library, is located at 410 West Sabine, Carthage, TX.
Anyone interested in Panola County history or genealogy is invited to
become a member. Dues are as follows: $10 - single; $15 - couple; $5 student; $50 - benefactor; $75 - patron; $250 - life; over $250 - donor
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(includes life). Mail dues to Jerry Graves, Membership Chairperson, Rt.
1, Box 20lE, Gary, TX 75643.
"The Consumer Culture and the American Home, 1890-1930" is the
title of the second annual McFaddin-Ward House Museum Conference
to be held October 27-29, 1988. in Beaumont, Texas.
The Conference will feature sessions on "World's Fairs." "Advertising," "Department Stores," "Mail Order," "Texas Architecture and
Consumerism," "Texas Interiors," "Fashions," "American Silver,"
"Sports & Physical Fitness," "Building Guides, Pattern Books and Designing the American Home," and "McFaddin-Ward House: A Case Study
in Consumerism." Dr. Harvey Green, deputy director of Interpretation
and Chief Historian of Strong Museum in Rochester, will deliver the
keynote address.

For registration information and more information, write Glenda
Dyer at The McFaddin-Ward House, 1901 McFaddin Avenue, Beaumont,
TX 77701, (409) 832-1906. Registration deadline is October 7, 1988.
The Association For The Preservation of Civil War Sites, Inc. has
been formed with headquarters in Arlington, Virginia. The APCWS offers
"what well may be the last. best hope for a dozen or more of the battlefields spread across Virginia that enjoy no trace of permanent preservation - places like Kernstown, Cedar Mountain, Mine Run, Brandy
Station, and Five Forks." Benefits of membership include meetings,
limited-edition prints, and a quarterly newsletter. Dues are $20. For details
contact the Association For The Preservation of Civil War Sites, P.O.
Box 23, Arlington, VA 22210.
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BOOK NOTES

The flood of books on variolls aspects of Texas continues, if a bit
lessened with the passing of the Sesquicentennial. And books on other
subjects, some almost as important as Texas, continue to find their way
to our office. The following are some that our readers will find of interest.

The Western Writer's Handbook, edited by James L. Collins (Johnson
Books, 1880 South 57th Court, Boulder, CO 80301. P. 154. $7.95 paper
and $12.95 cloth), is a collection of essays by sixteen experienced writers
of fiction and fact about the West. Unlike most "how to" books, Collins' handbook aiso acquaints the reader with other aspects of publishing.
It includes essays on the traditional western novel, by Collins, adult
westerns, writing for television, short stories, the series western, marketing
the western, editing, and western biography, among other subjects. East
Texas (Nacogdoches) author Joe Lansdale contributed the chapter on The
Western Short Story.
Oral History for the Local Historical Society, by Willa K. Baum
(American Association for State & Local History, 1400 Eighth Ave.,
South, Nashville, TN 37203. Photographs. Bibliography. P. 68) is a real
"how to" book. Baum is the director of the Regional Oral History Office
at the University of California, Berkeley, where she has worked since 1954.
She played a major role in developing the techniques of oral history. She
assumes that the reader has an interest in the field and little else. Topics
include how to start an oral history program, an examination of equipment and tapes, the interviewing process, who should interview, indexing,
transcribing, legal agreements about the use of tapes, the ethics of oral
history, and methods of preserving the tapes. Any agency or individual
interested in the field of oral history would do well to begin with this book.
Obituaries Recorded in Panola County, Texas, 1873-1920, by Ann
Morris and her history students at Carthage High School (The East Texas
Genealogical Society, P.O. Box 6967, Tyler, TX 75711. Index. P. 239.
$15.(0) is a dual contribution: she has left a valuable and accessible record
of individuals who lived and died in Panola County for the use of
genealogists and others, and she has taught her students much more about
the study of history, the usefulness of newspapers, and an appreciation
of their community's history. A history of Panola County is included,
but the bulk of the text is a chronological listing of the deceased in Panola
County from 1873 until 1920. Entries include name, death date, cause of
death (if known), residence, date the death was reported, survivors (if
known), and a wealth of additional information.
Dictionary of Texas Misinformation, by Anne Dingus (Texas Monthly
Press. Inc. P.O. Box 1569, Austin, TX 78767. Bibliography. P. 292. $4.50
paper). Dingus claims that "Misinformation is an old Texas tradition H
that began with "mixed reports of its attractions and dangers" that has
made the rest of the world wonder about what goes on here. As a case
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in point, on a trip to Australia two years ago, I learned that most of what
the average Australian knew about our state came from watching the television series Dallas. As Dingus continues, "But facts are facts." To present
them, she examines folklore, trivia, and legends and attempts to set the
record straight. The book appropriately begins, perhaps some unkind folks
would muse, with" Aggies, t l and ends with Zapata County. So here you
have Texas from A to Z.
Two books about topics other than Texas are Kosher Ca.jun
Cookbook, by Mildred L. Covert and Sylvia P. Gerson (pelican Publishing
Co., 1101 Monroe Street, Gretna, LA 70053. Illustrations. Index. P. 91),
and Hollywood Goes to War: How Politics, Profits & Propaga.nda Shaped
World War II Movies, by Clayton R. Koppwa and Gregory D. Black (The
Free Press, 866 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022. Photographs, Notes,
Bibliography, Index. P. 374. $22.50). Both reflect personal interests of
the editor. I like cajun cooking whether it is Kosher or not, and I like
cookbooks, all the more since I can no longer eat most of the fare they
describe. But this book is something else. It really is Kosher. It has a
foreword by a rabbi that explains the meaning of the term and recipes
that show how the good food we have associated with our neighbors to
the east can be made that way. Of special interest is the Glossary. It will
teach you a little Hebrew and a little Cajun French at the same time. I
also like movies, and since I did some growing up during WWII ("the
big one"), naturally I liked the look of this book, too. It is more than
a book about Hollywood; it is real history. "It is an examination of how
one of America's largest and most lucrative industries were enlisted as
an enthusiastic recruiter for Uncle Sam to create scores of 'entertainment'
pictures . . . in which blatant morale-building propaganda messages
received top billing." I saw a bunch of those pictures, and I suppose my
attitudes about Germany and Japan, at least at the time, largely were
shaped in those dark theatres in Beaumont, Texas. Students of the war,
or of the movies, will find the book valuable.
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BOOK REVIEWS
La Salle, The Mississippi, and the Gulf. Three Primary Documents. By

Robert S. Weddle, Editor. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C,
College Station, TX 77843), 1987. Bibliography. Index. P. 328.
The two hundred year imperial struggle for control of North America
pitted Spain, France, and England in a battle of wits and daring. Precisely
because the numbers of individuals partaking in those events remained
relatively small, their leaders often emerged as larger-than-life characters.
None was more ambitious or mysterious than Rene-Robert Cavelier, Sieur
de La Salle, esteemed explorer of the Great Lakes and Mississippi River,
accomplished master of Iroquois and Algonquian dialects, and confidant
of royalty. Unfittingly, his life ended in a forgotten east Texas locale in
1687, a victim of his own arrogance and irrational behavior; yet, even
in death, his "threat" compelled Spain to hasten its missionizing and
settlement efforts among the Caddo Indians of East Texas.
The definitive word on La Salle's fascinating life probably never will
be written because so many gaps appear in the surviving records, and those
accounts that do exist are at odds with each other on critical points. It
is, however. appropriate that on the tricentennial of La Salle's death, three
crucial documents have been translated. analyzed, and carefully annotated
by competent authorities such as Robert Weddle and Patricia Galloway.
Each of the three lengthy reports appears in its entirety for the first time,
supplemented with copious notes explaining personalities, geographical
locations, ethnological features, and broader trends in imperial policy.
The first of these primary documents was written by a shadowy
member of the 1684-1685 voyage through the Gulf of Mexico to the Texas
coast. Known only as Minet, this engineer and cartographer clashed with
La Salle from the inception of the voyage. His first-person writings about
the Texas adventure, and his second-person account of the 1682 expedition from Canada down the Mississippi River. formed a litany of accusations against the commander. Briefly jailed with the captain of the ship
ioly for abandoning the settlers at Fort Saint-Louis, Minet had every
reason to characterize La Salle as a tyrant to deflect the charges against
himself.
The second report, prepared by boat-pilot Juan Enriquez Barroto,
describes Spanish coastal exploration in search of the reported French settlement of Fort Saint-Louis. Even though Barroto only found evidence
of wrecked ships, his report aided subsequent Spanish occupation of the

Texas coast by providing geographic details and information on the
Karankawa, Coahuiltecan, and Atakapa Indians. In a similar vein, the third
document contains unique information from Pierre and Jean Talon who
not only sympathetically described Caddo and Karankawa life in detail,
but also provided the only written eyewitness account of the Indian destruction of Fort Saint-Louis. Concluding essays by modern scholars
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Mardith Schuetz, Rudolph Troike. and- Del Weniger accurately assess the
value of the Talon Interrogations for ethnological, linguistic, and natural
history data, thus making this a valuable edition of early Texana.
Michael L. Tate
University of Nebraska at Omaha

The Great Comanche Raid. Boldest Indian Attack of the Texas Republic.
By Donaly E. Brice. (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 23069, Austin, TX
78735), 1987. Maps. Photographs. Bibliography. Index. P. 122.
$10.95.
Donaly E. Brice attempts to make The Great Cornache Raid more
than another shoot-ern-up story of an Indian battle. He places the 1840
strike deep into South Texas - and the bloody aftermath that destroyed
the power of the Comanches in central Texas - in the contexts of the
chronic conflict between Mexico and the Republic of Texas and the aggressive anti-Indian program of President Mirabeau Lamar. Brice effectively pieces together a wide selection of personal narratives, newspaper
accounts, and official state documents to present a concise treatment not
only of the raid itself but of the events leading up to it.
Unfortunately, Brice fails to substantiate his claim that Mexicans conceived and supported the raid. His largely circumstantial evidence comes
entirely from Anglo sources; he considers neither the Mexicans' nor the
Indians' points of view and rarely questions the Texans' motivations or
explanations. Tantalizing hints are offered about other parts of the story,
including failed treaties with the Comanches and Lamar's early experiences
with Georgia Cherokees, but for the most part Brice restricts his book
to the events immediately preceding the 1840 raid.
J ames Marten

Marquette University

The Texas Navy. By Jim Dan Hill. (State House Press, P.O. Box 15247.
Austin, Tx 78761), 1987. Illustrations. Notes. Appendices.
Bibliography. Index. P. 224.
This volume is a facsimile reproduction of a study first published in
1937 by the University of Chicago Press. The present publishers are to
be thanked for making available again this classic account of mini-sea
power in the Gulf of Mexico. The author, a native Texan and Navy man,
had a long and productive academic career in Wisconsin, retiring to Texas
where he died at the age of eighty-six in 1983.
Using available American and Mexican sources, Jim Dan Hill concentrated on the efforts of Captain Charles E. Hawkins to control the
Gulf during the crucial months in the spring of 1836 while Santa Anna's
army advanced through Texas to its destiny at San Jacinto. Later
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Commodore Edwin Ward Moore continued periodic operations against
Mexico from 1839 to 1843, and even aided Yucatan's efforts to achieve
independence. Though always small and by 1845 largely unfit for further
action, the Texas Navy played a significant role in the achieving of Texas
independence.
Robert S. Maxwell
Stephen F. Austin State University

Soldiers, Sutlers, and Settlers. Garrison Life on the Texas Frontier. By
Robert Wooster. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College
Station, TX 77843), 1987. Illustrations. Index. P. 240. $22.95.
If you have ever enjoyed viewing She Wore a Yellow Ribbon or one
of the other John Ford-John Wayne cavalry epics, if you have prowled
through the remaining structures of Fort Davis or any of Texas' other
abandoned frontier outposts. if you have vicariously campaigned against
Comanche war parties in some well-crafted volume of fiction or nonfiction. then you may look forward to a rich reading experience. In
Soldiers, Sutlers, and Settlers, Robert Wooster has produced an exceptional study of garrison life on the Texas frontier.

Soldiers, Sutlers, and Settlers is the second volume in the Clayton
Wheat Williams Texas Life Series, and sets a demanding standard for
subsequent entries (the series was initiated with another excellent study,
Plantation Life in Texas). The result of painstaking research. Soldiers,
Sutlers, and Settlers thoroughly examines every facet of military life on
the Texas frontier, and provides a major contribution which will be
welcomed by students of the army of any western region. The book is
crammed with fascinating detail about moving to the frontier, constructing
a new post, campaigning in the field, routine duties of the garrison, social
activities and entertainment, and virtually every other aspect involving
military personnel and their dependents.
There are no photographs, but Jack Jackson has masterfully
fashioned seventy illustrations which depict many details of frontier
military life for which there is no photographic record. A major contribution of the book is a fifteen-page bibliographic essay which provides an
indispensable guide to primary and secondary sources in the field. Soldiers,
Sutlers, and Settlers offers captivating reading about an appealing subject, and Robert Wooster is to be congratulated for creating a classic
volume that should be added to the bookshelves of every student of the
Texas frontier.

Bill O'Neal
Panola Junior College
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The Exodus ofFederal Troops from Texas. By J.J. Bowden. (Eakin Press,

P.O. Box 23006, Austin, TX 78735), 1986. Photographs. Drawings.
Map. Bibliography. Index. P. 149. $11.95.
The Civil War should have started in Texas. In early 1861, more than
2,600 Federal troops were assigned to duty along the Rio Grande and at
posts spotted across the frontier from Fort Davis to Camp Cooper, high
on the North Fork of the Brazos River. The story of the surrender of this
formidable force to the demands of Texas secessionists is a story of honor
and treachery, of greed and selflessness. It is, in microcosm, the story of
much of America in the first months of 1861, and has been told admirably
here by EI Paso attorney 1-1. Bowden.
The basic facts of the surrender of Federal troops in Texas are well
known. Under extreme pressure from Texas secessionists, with a sincere
desire to avoid bloodshed, and with no guidance from lame-duck President James Buchanan, Brigadier General David E. Twiggs surrendered
all Federal forces and property in the Department of Texas to agents of
the Texas Secession Convention on February 18, 1861. Beyond these
general facts, however, the story quickly becomes complex. Was Twiggs,
a Southerner l a traitor? Could effective resistance have been offered by
Federal troops? What was the role of the Knights of the Golden Circle?
Why did Confederate Colonel Earl Van Dorn violate the evacuation agreement by seizing over 700 Federal troops as prisoners of war?
Bowden has addressed these and other questions in a workman-like
fashion and has produced a well researched, readable account of the events
leading up to the surrender and subsequent evacuation of most of the Federal
force. He has made extensive use of primary sources, as well as most of the
appropriate secondary works. While specialists will find that some sources
have been missed or ignored, Bowden's account is factually accurate. If there
is a major fault it is the objectivity which he tries to preserve at all costs. This
is a powerful, emotional, story with a cast of strong characters, among them
Samuel Maverick, Ben McCulloch, Captain Bennett H. Hill, and Lieutenant
Colonel Carlos A. Waite. The reader might wish for a little more emotion
on the part of the author, for the real value of this work is its contribution
to our understanding the great ambivalence and confusion of the early months
of 1861. Events at San Antonio and the posts along the frontier were replayed
throughout the South. Bowden's account makes clear how nearly the Civil
War started in Texas. It would have been a confrontation much more bloody
than the bombardment of Fort Sumter.
The Exodus ofFederal Troops from Texas is illustrated by a number
of contemporary drawings, photographs, and modern drawings by Jose
Cisneros. Although there are several small editorial problems with the
work, Bowden's effort is a welcome addition to the literature of the early
period of the Civil War. Non-specialists will find it a fascinating account
and specialists will find it a thought-provoking point of departure.

Ron Spiller
Nacogdoches. Texas
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The Army in Texas During Reconstruction, 1865-1870. By William L.
Richter. (Texas A&M University Press [Military History Series #3],
Drawer C College Station TX 77843-4354), 1987. Maps. Notes.
Index. P. 265.
Central to William Richter's discussion is his point that "the
personality of each commander heavily influenced the character of Military
Reconstruction in his district" (p. 187). Indeed, Richter strongly argues
that the degree of "political interference" (p. 188) of the army's generals
marked Texas' progress or lack of progress toward readmission to the
Union. Perhaps the most surprising of Richter's interpretations concerns
General Philip H. Sheridan. According to the author, "as much as
Sheridan was in agreement with the goals of Congressional Reconstruction he was not a party man" (p. 109). Richter convincingly concludes
that General Charles Griffin was a solid Radical, who "for party reasons,
had adhered to the hard line all along" (p. 106). On the other hand, even
Richter admits that while Griffin, as a department commander, could concentrate on Texas, Sheridan and most other commanders of the Fifth
Military District (Texas and Louisiana, with headquarters at New Orleans)
"became so involved in Louisiana politics that [they] had little time for
Texas matters" (p. 123, and see also p. 138).
l

l

l

Of all the army officers assigned to Texas between 1865 and 1870,
Richter shows that the most influential was General Joseph J. Reynolds.
But Reynolds vascillated, alternately bolstering Democrats or Radical
Republicans, depending on which group seemed more likely to benefit his
own political career. Meanwhile, under the supervision of Reynolds or
General E.R.S. Canby, Texas gradually complied with the Congressional
Reconstruction Acts of 1867, drafted a new state constitution, and gained
readmission in 1870.
Readers will be disappointed that there is no bibliography in the book,
but perusal of the endnotes clearly reveals Richter's meticulous research,
especially in primary sources. A series of excellent maps shows the location of soldiers involved in Reconstruction. Regardless of interpretative
disagreements, it is clear that Richter has written a major addition to
Reconstruction historiography. Furthermore, the author provides an excellent detailed account of the U.S. Army's role in one state's military
government after the Civil War.
Joseph G. Dawson
Texas A&M University

Nations Within A Nation. Historical Statistics of American Indians. By
Paul Stuart. (Greenwood Press, Inc. Box 5007, Westport, CT (6881).
1987. Bibliography. Index. P. 251. $45.00.
This book contains enough tables and statistics to satisfy the most
enthusiastic proponents of quantitative analysis who argue the point that
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history belongs to the sciences rather than to the humanities. I support
the latter view. although I appreciate the painstaking efforts that went
into an analytical study of the American Indians. But it is not a book for
your everyday lover of narrative history.

Nations Within A Nation contains chapters and tables on land base
and climate, health, education, employment, income l resources and
economic development, and the activities of the federal government. Each
section has an introduction on Indian affairs and an assessment of the
available data prior to the twentieth century. This work is of particular
value as a reference tool for scholars interested in tribal history.
W. Eugene Hollon
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Indian Life in Texas. By Charles Shaw. Foreword by James A. Michener.
(State House Press, P.O. Box 15247, Austin, TX 78761), 1987. P.
204. Illustrations. Photographs. Bibliography. $22.50 Hardcover;
$16.00 Paperback.
The author is a skillful artist with pencil and brush and an authority
on the so-called outdoor type of Texas history. This "illustrated narrative"
is based on archaeological and historical facts. "The results," he writes,
"is not so much a book about Indians ... as about people who happen
to be Indians. l' (xi).
The experience of aboriginal life in Texas is divided into four sections: Prehistory; 1600-1836; 1837-1900; and the Twentieth Century. Each
of the first three eras is more violent than the one preceeding, while the
twentieth century is still unfolding. Anglo settlers in Texas ultimately
expelled the original inhabitants almost totally and sometimes brutally.
Michener points out that Texas was the only western state to do this. The
reservation Alabama-Coushattas that remain today are pitiful reminders
of what is left of once powerful tribes of Caddo, Tonkawa l Karankawa,
Lipans, and Comanches that held sway over the vast region between the
Sabine River and the upper Rio Grande.
The last section contains forty-six pages of excellent black and white
photographs of modern day Texas I ndians by Reagan Bradshaw.
W. Eugene Hollon
Santa Fe, New Mexico

The Woodlands. New Community Development, 1964-1983. By George
T. Morgan. Jr. and John O. King. (Texas A&M University Press,
Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843), 1987. Photographs.
Bibliography. Index. P. 162.
The idea of a rational community is at least as old as the ancient
Greeks and all cities express planning to a certain extent. It makes sense
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to organize the streets, sewers, electric wires. houses, and other facilities
for the benefit of people and goals of society. The idea has survived and
was expressed in the Urban Growth and New Community Development
Act of 1970. George Mitchell, an oil millionaire, used this law to help
finance his north Houston suburb and hoped "to transplant the entire
cross-section of the Houston population into The Woodlands." (p. 146).
He wanted low, medium, and high-cost housing, shopping areas. recreation facilities, schools , businesses, churches, and medical services all
organized in a pleasant wooded environment. To a large extent Mitchell
succeeded, but not without serious governmental and financial problems.
John King and the late Tom Morgan, University of Houston professors , provide a taut, short history of the project. They give a clear
explanation of the law, the breakdown during the Nixon administration,
and the reason that The Woodlands prevailed when all other projects under
the enactment failed. It was mainly through Mitchell's financial strength
and administrative ability. The authors used the corporate records, interviews, and newspaper sources well. It is a fine case history_
David McComb
Colorado State University
The Search for Emma's Story. By Marian L. Martinello with Ophelia

Nielsen Weinheimer. (Texas Christian University Press, Box 30783,
Fort Worth, TX 76129), 1987. Illustrations. Photographs. P. 223.
$12.95 Paper.
"Emma kept no diary." Neither have most other women. The
challenge of women l s historians is to reconstruct the lives of those
"ordinary" women who usually leave behind little in the way of documentary evidence or artifacts.
But Marian L. Martinello , a Texas Sherlock Holmes, has provided
a model for humanities detective work, an inspiration and a methodology
for the beginning humanities researcher who wishes to document and
breathe life into his or her subject.
Martinello has told the life story of Gillespie County farm woman
Emma Beckmann, an early twentieth century woman of German ancestry
whose entire life was spent in the hill country. She has provided not only
a portfolio of evidence, she has constructed imaginative scenarios of sample
days in the life of Emma Beckmann.
The "signpost artifacts" Martinello based her project upon included
Emma's wedding portrait; her dowry wish list; a Watkins Company vanilla
bottle; and a Victorian frame house. In addition to the use of signpost
artifacts, Martinello provides a detailed step-by-step outline to assist others
in researching a life story. They include the careful selection of the person
to be studied; working with a collaborator; the use of personal papers,
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photographs, personal recollections, court records, maps, and newspapers;
and how to organize the data and interpret the evidence.
While Martinello's fictionalized versions of Emma's daily life portray
Emma as a traditional woman with little apparent interest in the world
of ideas, it would also be possible, given the same evidence, to infer that
Emma might have been interested in temperance, suffrage, women's club
activities, or World War 1. But because so much of women's lives are spent
in life-cycle activities and in the chores of daily living, it is often difficult
to document thcir community activities if they are not leaders, or their
feelings and aspirations if they leave no diaries or letters.
Ruthe Winegarten
Austin, Texas

Separate Pasts. Growing up White in the Segregated South. By Melton
A. McLaurin. (University of Georgia Press, Athens, GA 30602), 1987.
Photographs. P. 164. $13.95.
Although Separate Pasts was written by a professional historian, it
is not a standard history of Southern segregation but instead is Melton
A. McLaurin's intensely personal recollections and reflections on his experiences in the last generation to spend its teenage years "Growing Up
White in the Segregated South." Southern white readers over forty years
of age will remember similar persons they knew and experiences they had.
All readers will gain new insights into the ways that personal, inter-racial
relationships caused many whites to question and reject segregation.
McLaurin sets the scene by describing his family and the small, eastern
North Carolina town, Wade, where he grew up. In the rest of the book,
he evokes his relationships with Bobo, Streett Betty 10, Sam, Granddaddy
and Viny Love, and Jerry and Miss Carrie - the black men, women, and
young people he knew while working in his grandfather's store. Dealing
openly with his feelings and beliefs, he makes his narrative powerful, but
not patronizing or preachy.
McLaurin writes well, with a novelist's flair for setting, action,
characterization, and dialogue. His scholarship is not obtrusive, but gives
the stories added dimensions as he compares. Wade's inhabitants to
historical or fictional characters.

Separate Pasts would be effective in courses as a counterpoint to
Richard Wright's Black Boy or Anne Moody's Coming of Age in Mississippi, but it should not be confmed to classrooms. This personal book deserves
a personal reaction. I believe that most scholars and general adult readers
will join me in sharing this book with our children or other youngsters in
the hope that they may understand, but never experience, such a society.
Robert G. Sherer
Wiley College
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Breaking the lee. The Racial Integration of the Southwest Conference.
By Richard Pennington. (McFarland & Co., Publishers, Box 611, Jefferson, NC 28640), 1987. Bibliography. Index. P. 182. $19.95.
Most football fans probably find it difficult to imagine a time when
black athletes did not play in the Southwest Conference. Yet as Richard
Pennington points out, the conference integrated its football teams in 1966
when John Westbrook, a walk-on, went to Baylor University, and
Southern Methodist University awarded a scholarship to Jerry LeVias.
The University of Houston, not a member of the conference until 1976,
had recruited Warren McVea a year earlier. The conference in reality remained an all~white one until the early 1970s. In this well-written and interesting book, Pennington explains how the process occurred, and why
it took so long.
The author devotes a little over a half of the book to the stories of
McVea, LeVias, and Westbrook. He considers these athletes the ones who
broke the ice. Each gets a chapter; and in each chapter the reader marvels
and is appalled at the pressures society placed on these young athletes.
Westbrook considered suicide, and LeVias and McVea frequently thought
of leaving their respective schools. Chapter five chronicles the integration
of the University of Texas team. It is titled rightfully: "And the leader
comes in last." Pennington does not judge Darrell Royal as harshly as
did some contemporaries and later historians. He sees the coach as trapped
by an obdurate Board of Regents, a high-dollar alumni, and a winning
record that combined to discourage any ground-breaking recruiting of
black athletes. One result would be, of course, that the university had a
reputation as a racist school well into the 1970s. The last chapter records
rather hastily the integration of sports in the other conference schools,
comments on the like process in the Southeastern Conference and the
Atlantic Coast Conference, and then speculates briefly on why black people
dominate sports and how racism still exists in athletics.
The book has some problems. The last chapter seems almost an after
thought rather than a conclusion. Some may quarrel with an historical
approach that chooses three pioneers to represent the integration process
for all the conference schools. The book worked for this reviewer, however.
I found Pennington's style of understated, moral outrage at the unfairness
of segregation and the price the system exacted from those who challenged
it to be compelling reading. The problems faced by the three pioneers probably were similar to those encountered by the first black athletes on all
college campuses. Recent comments by a baseball club's general manager
and a television commentator reaffirmed the institutionalized racism of
the sports establishment. This book is a timely one that reminds us how
far desegregation has come in such a short time and how far it needs to go.
Robert A. Calvert
Texas A&M University
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The Year America Discovered Texas. Centennial '36. By Kenneth B.
Ragsdale. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C., College Station,
Tx. 77843),1987. Photographs. Bibliography. Index. P. 325. $18.95.

The idea for a Texas Centennial to mark one hundred years of Texas
independence came at a convention of the Advertising Clubs of Texas at Corsicana in November, 1923. Thirteen years later, on June 6, 1936, at Dallas,
the official opening of the Texas Centennial Central Exposition took place.
When the event closed on November 29, attendance had reached 6,354,385.
And "the Lone Star State would never be the same." (p. 306) The Centennial successfully advertised the state, featured United States industrial exhibits,
dramatized Texas history, entertained visitors, and created new jobs and a
feeling of optimism during the height of the Great Depression.
Ken Ragsdale views this time of patriotic fervor and concludes that
"Excepting national tragedies, probably no event in the state's history
touched the lives of so many people, both children and adults, as did the
Texas CentenniaL" (p. 155) The study examines Texas in the Depression;
the successful efforts to amend the constitution to use state funds for a
centennial exposition; the fight among the big cities (Houston, San
Antonio, Dallas, and Fort Worth) for the site; the difficulties and resignations among the various advisory groups and commissions; and the final
event in Dallas (Dallas had the leadership and submitted the successful
bid), plus a Frontier Centennial Exposition at nearby Fort Worth. The
Centennial '36 was successful. Stanley Marcus writes in his foreword that
1936 was the "turning point in history" - the year America discovered
Texas. The visitors "came, they looked, they liked it."
Much that took place we still have with us. Museums were erected,
historical restorations were undertaken, and historical markers were placed
throughout the state.
The bibliography of this readable and entertaining history shows
evidence of years spent doing research in all parts of the state. Ken
Ragsdale's writing indicates that he enjoyed doing the research and the
writing for Centennial '36. Texas readers and others will have a grand
treat when they read about "the great 1936 birthday celebration."
Dorman H. Winfrey
Austin, Texas
The Five States of Texas: An Immodest Proposal. By Donald W.
Whisenhunt. (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 23069, Austin, Texas 78735),
1987. Maps, Index. P. 98. $9.95 Hardbound.

In this small but tightly-wound treatise, Don Whisenhunt addresses
with satire and intelligence a concept that has intrigued most of us ever
since Congress accepted Texas as a state with the condition that Texans
could, if they desired, divide themselves into five separate states.
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While there are probably some professional Texans who would rather
swallow a Yankee's Volvo than make Texas anything smaller than it is,
Whisenhunt carefully lays out an interesting case why Texans has grown
too big and needs to be split apart like a Redneck cutting open a melon.

I especially liked this handling of East Texas.
He suggests that the present southeastern corner of the state be made
the new State of East Texas, and that those of us living in this area be
given Houston, Beaumont, Orange, Port Arthur Lufkin, and
Nacogdoches, among other cities and towns. I'd buy that concept in a
Sour Lake minute if we could make Diboll (myoid home town) the state
capital. I don't think Arthur Temple would object.
t

Whisenhunt says the most compelling reason for dividing up Texas
is the cost savings possible to the taxpayers. He contends the present size
of Texas makes government costly and wasteful.
But, somehow, I'm reminded of Bob Murphey's story about the old
East Texan who said he was in favor of dividing the country's wealth
among all the people.
"Why, Uncle lim, it wouldn't do any good," reasoned his nephew.
"All of the folks with a little extra drive and ambition would work hard
make more money, and get rich again. And the lazy folks would spend
their money, and pretty soon they'd be poor again."
l

"You don't understand," said Uncle lim. "I want to divide it up
every Saturday night."
Don Whisenhunt's book is entertaining, thoughtful and offers an interesting look at why Texas pride runs so deep - and why we'll probably
never become more than a single state.
Bob Bowman
Bob Bowman & Associates, Lufkin, Texas

The Life of a Document. A Global Approach to Archives and Records
Management. By Carol Couture and Jean-Yvel Rousseau. (Vehicule
Press, P.o. Box 125 Place due Pare Station Montreal, Canada H2W
2M9), 1987. Tables. Bibliography. P. 357.
l

The Life of a Document (originally published as Les archives au JOt
siecJe) brings together the principals and techniques of both records
managers and archivists. This alliance, so natural in theory, is often missing
in practice because of the different backgrounds and underlying values
of the respective practitioners. The result is a loss of historical materials
as well as efficiency.
Couture and Rousseau, archivists at the Universite de Montreat
advocate a "global approach" whereby the two professions complement
one another to bring about the best of both worlds. There are no break-
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throughs here in either records management or archival practices. The
authors have, however, produced a work that should bring about a better
understanding of each profession with the other. Although few members
of our association will read this work, all are affected by the issue.
Paul R. Scott
Texas State Library

Essays on Walter Prescott Webb and the Teaching of History. By Dennis
Reinhartz and Stephen E. Maizlish, Editors (Texas A&M Press, Drawer
C., College Station, Tx 77843), 1985. Photographs. P. 98. $17.50.
For more than twenty years the Walter Prescott Webb Memorial Lectures have been held at the University of Texas at Arlington. The theme for
the 1984 lectures, "Walter Prescott Webb and the Teaching of History," examined the impact Webb had on the historical profession both as a teacher
and as a writer. Once before, in 1975, the lectures were devoted to Dr. Webb,
and these were published in Essays on Walter Prescott Webb (1976).
In the present volume, Essays on Walter Prescott Webb and the
Teaching of History, historian Jacques Barzun in "Walter Prescott Webb
and the Fate of History," considers Webb's contribution to the study of
history and examines the direction historical studies have taken since
Webb's death. Elliott West explores" ... New Ways to Teach [the History
of] the American West," and Anne M. Butler and Richard A. Baker examine the Webb "Legacy." Dennis Reinhartz writes about "Teaching with
Maps," a tool Webb considered essential for the classroom and his published works. Llerena Friend provides a beautiful postscript on Webb (she
was a student, a colleague, and a co-worker with him on the Handbook
of Texas), and George Wolfskill provides a fine sketch of Webb as a
teacher, writer, and friend. This nineteenth volume is valuable Webbiana
and a welcome companion to the 1976 Essays.
In their "Legacy" essay Butler and Baker state that the late Walter
P. Rundell had "emerged as the foremost authority on Walter Webb"
(p. 75). In the classroom Webb always cautioned students not to use such
terms as "the best, I t "the first" etc. Use "one of the ... tt he insisted.
Butler and Baker should learn this Webb dictum when they write in the
future. Butler and Baker also write that "no one knew the subject [on
Walter Webb the educator] better" than Walter Rundell (p. 76). What
about C.B. Smith, Joe B. Frantz. W.·Eugene Hollon, George Wolfskill,
Llerena Friend, and Necah S. Furman?
The statement (p. 6) that The Great Plains "was twice a Book-ofthe-Month Club selection" should have mentioned that it was an "Alternate Selection."
Dorman H. Winfrey
Austin, Texas
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At Home in Texas. Early Views of the Land. By Robin W. Doughty.
(Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843),
1987. Bibliography. Index. P. 164. $17.95.
This book surveys the literature written to attract settlers to early
Texas between 1821 and the Civil War. Two themes are emphasized by
Doughty. First, Texas, as seen by Stephen F. Austin, was a wilderness
to be tamed and civilized through sweat and perseverance by a special type
of settler - Southern aristocrats. It was at once a physical and spiritual
challenge. For some, the prospect represented a "New Canaan."
When land speculators began promoting Texas, a second theme
emerged. The land became a "garden," needing only tilling and care. Success was virtually assured, if these spiels were to be believed.
Idyllic views of the land flowed from many sources, notably Mary
Austin Holley and William Kennedy. Detractors, too, were vocal, if
generally ineffective.
Doughty's book is a good survey of the literature of the period. More
attention, however, could have been given to the views of those who
actually worked the land. A closer examination also could have been made
of the practice of exhausting a piece of land and then moving west. That,
however, may be more an economic than intellectual issue.
The book is worth reading and is a sound contribution to the literature
of Texas.
Mike Kingston
Dallas, Texas

The Japanese Texans. By Thomas K. Walls. (Institute of Texan Cultures,
P.O. Box 1225, San Antonio, TX 78294), 1987. Photographs. Appendix. Sources. Photo Credits. Index. P. 254. $14.95 Hardbound;
$8.95 Softback.
Among the ethnic groups living in Texas, the Japanese ranked as one
of the smallest. Only three Japanese lived in Texas in 1890; by 1980 the
total reached 10,502. This history recalls the struggle by the JapaneseTexans to live and thrive in the Lone Star State, a struggle beset with prejudice, resentment, government surveillance, and interment during World
War II. Because their numbers were so small, the Japanese-Texans never
wielded economic or political power nor did they have a cultural impact
as was the case with Germans or other immigrants. Still, their history is
important, and Walls shows how they worked to achieve economic success. The author focused on individual entrepreneurs and families, letting
their life story in Texas serve as the story of the Texas Issei and Nisei.
The book is based on oral history, family histories, and official
records. Walls includes the general history of American-Japanese relations in order to keep the story of the J apanese-Texans in the perspective
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of world events. For an understanding of one part of Texas' ethnic history,
The Japanese Texans is recommended.

D. Clayton Brown
Texas Christian University
Bluegrass Breakdown. The Making of the Old Southern Sound. By Robert
Cantwell. (University of Illinois Press, Box 5081, Station A. Champaign, IL 6J820), 1984. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 309. $J9.95.
This book is a bold and imaginative attempt to explain the meaning
and cultural underpinnings of a major American musical art form. Above
all, it is an exposition of what bluegrass means to one man. Cantwell's
perception of and love for bluegrass music are almost mystical. His interpretation is laced with much analysis taken from literary criticism,
numerous insights taken from cultural anthropology, and an abundant
use of musical theory. While he does give some good history of bluegrass
music, it is Cantwell's theoretical forays which are bound to be most provocative to the reader.
The book can best be described as a great leap into the dark. As such
it is sure to evoke controversy, and I suspect that it will convince only
a few. Cantwell stresses two major cultural forces as the chief well-springs
of bluegrass music. One, the Afro-American, is easy to document, for
country musicians of all stripes have always exhibited a familiarity with
and a debt to black musical styles. The other presumed influence, the
Celtic, is a much more shadowy phenomenon. We know of course that
the Scot-Irish and other so-called Celtic people came to the South in great
numbers, and that a great many of them made music, some of which is
clearly evidenced in fiddle and dance tunes and in some of the surviving
ballad material. Celtic music, however, intertwined with other forms of
music for such a long time in both southern and early British history that
it is dangerous to speculate about its surviving identity. Cantwell is correct in arguing that at some point in history these two styles came together
and found an easy accommodation. But German, Cajun, and Mexican
styles, to cite only three examples, made dramatic inroads into southern
musical culture. Cantwell's greatest insight, and one which I think will
stand the test of time and analysis, is his argument that Country music
drew heavily from blackface minstrelsy and has continued to demonstrate
that influence to the present time, particularly in the old-time based forms
such as bluegrass. That influence, like that of the Afro-American, is easy
to document - in fiddle and dance tunes, songs and ballads, comedy,
and even in the cork-face style of costuming. More important, Cantwell
notes that bluegrass music has functioned as a minstrel form. That is, just
as blackface minstrelsy introduced to American life a white man's version of black culture, so has bluegrass promoted a pristine conception of
southern rural and/or mountain life.
I think Cantwell errs, or at least greatly exaggerates, when he stresses
the mountain aspects of bluegrass music. It is true that many of the early
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bluegrass musicians came from either the mountains or surrounding hill
country, and that some of the songs which comprise the bluegrass core
repertory came from mountain sources. Nevertheless, the roots of bluegrass
lie in the rural South, and in the wide range of musical choices long
available to its people. Furthermore, many seminal musicians, including
the Father of Bluegrass, Bill Monroe, were born and reared well outside
the Appalachians. It should also be recalled that while bluegrass is one
of the musical forms favored by mountain people (whether at home Of
transplanted in Detroit), it is certainly not the only one. Appalachian
mountaineers have reached out in many musical directions, as can be heard
in the widely disparate performances of such people as Loretta Lynn, Dolly
Parton, Don Gibson, Roy Acuff, Jimmy Dickens, Keith Whitley, Chet
Atkins, and Ronnie Milsap.
Whatever the limitations of this book, and there are some, one still
has to give both the book and Cantwell very high marks. The book is provocative and challenging. It is, for the most part, factually accurate, and
may very well be correct in its theorizing. But one still awaits the proof.
Bill C. Malone
Tulane University

Texas Myths. Edited by Robert F. O'Connor (College Station: Texas A&M
Press), 1986. Notes. Index. P. 248. $17.95.
In 1985 the Texas Committee for the Humanities set forth for investigation a central theme entitled "Myths of Texas." Out of a two-day conference on the subject a number of papers emerged. In turn, TCH
Associate Director Robert F. O'Connor collected this material, asked other
scholars for singular essays on their fields of expertise. and then edited
their works. Texas Myths is the result.
Whenever sixteen authors address a single subject, a "mixed bag" of
credits and debits usually occurs: Texas Myths is no exception. For instance,
each author defines, sometimes at length, his or her understanding of myth.
The first two essays, which deal with theory, are technical, academic to
the point of unreadability, at best esoteric. The next section, entitled uThe
Clash of Cultures on the Texas Frontier," is both readable and informative,
the best essays being those by Bill Newcomb and Bill Goetzmann. And the
concluding essays on "Historical Myths about Nature, the Individual, and
Social Life" are als.o uneven but, overall, informative, with Sandra Myres,
C.W. Smith, and T.R.Fehrenbach topping the list.

Texas Myths will be disappointing to some readers. While many of
the authors have written interestingly and well, three or fOUf essays incorporating more concisely the different aspects of Texas myths would
have been more satisfying and equally beneficial.
Ben Procter
Texas Christian University
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